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SUMMARY
Local knowledge regarding fish and fish habitat has been gathered to provide baseline
information about fish distribution, movement and habitat use, as well as ecological
characteristics of lakes and streams in the Travaillant Lake (Khaii luk) system.
During the first phase of the research, various databases were searched for previously
recorded traditional ecological knowledge. A literature review was also conducted to
compile any information relevant to the study topic and area. A list of sources searched,
search keywords, and pertinent results are included as part of this report.
The second phase of the research involved conducting interviews with community
members from Tsiigehtchic and Inuvik to document traditional and contemporary local
knowledge of the Travaillant Lake area. Twenty-six participants were chosen for their
knowledge regarding fish and fish habitat in the study area. Semi-structured individual or
group interviews (2-4 people) were conducted in March and April, 2004, in the two
communities. An interview guide consisting of 12 open-ended questions was used during
each interview. Questions focused on connections between lakes; ecological
characteristics of lakes and streams; fish distribution and movements; and any
observations regarding habitat use, such as spawning, rearing or over-wintering areas.
Participants were also asked to comment on environmental changes observed in the area,
as well as any concerns or general comments they wished to have recorded.
Interview results were analyzed for content and sorted in two ways: by water body/place
name, and by specific topic (e.g. spawning habitat). Results were also sorted into several
themes that emerged from the texts; these themes were then organized under three study
topics:
1. Traditional and contemporary patterns of fish harvest;
2. Fish distribution, movements, and habitat use; and
3. Physical and ecological characteristics of streams and lakes.
Relevant text excerpts were entered onto a spreadsheet, and comments pertaining to
specific mapped locations given a unique code. These results were then digitally mapped
and catalogued. A CD-ROM containing the interactive map as well as all the study
products is included as part of the final report.
The interview results form the main part of this report; findings of the literature review
and database searches are used to either corroborate or contrast with these results where
relevant.
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INTRODUCTION
The Travaillant Lake (Khaii luk) area has long been recognized as significant to the
Gwich’in people for its bountiful resources. Its value lies not just in an abundance and
diversity of fish, berries and wildlife, but also as the setting for many stories and legends
that tie the Gwich’in to the land and to this setting in particular.
Despite it’s cultural and ecological importance, relatively little scientific information has
been documented about the area. Recently, issues pertaining to Travaillant Lake reemerged during public discussions regarding the proposed natural gas pipeline route. The
proposed Mackenzie Gas Pipeline Corridor encompasses part of the Travaillant basin,
and there is a possibility that the area may be impacted by project construction and/or
operational activities. In March of 2003, the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development (DIAND) and the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT)
sought community input on research priorities relating to possible environmental and
socio-economic impacts on the area. By December of that year an “Action Plan” was
drafted to address the information gaps identified during the workshops; it was
determined that “both scientific and Traditional Knowledge research is needed about all
species of fish” (Gartner Lee 2003a:10).
This study is a direct result of community concerns voiced during the gap workshops. It
is one of three complementary projects intended to gather baseline information on
population abundance, vital rates, movements and the general status of fish resources.
This report presents the findings of research into the local knowledge of fish movements
and habitat in the Travaillant Lake system; findings from the biological analysis and
tagging programs are detailed in Howland et al. 2004; and Harris and Howland 2004.
Objectives
This study addresses two related research priorities identified alike by community
members and government agency representatives:
1) Fish and Fish Habitat: baseline information on fish abundance and distribution;
spawning, rearing and over-wintering habitats; ecological characteristics; status of fish
populations; key migration corridors and habitats—required for five lakes and one river
in the Travaillant Lake basin (Gartner Lee 2003b:ii).
2) Traditional Knowledge: it was agreed that it is necessary to document more
traditional knowledge about wildlife and fish (Gartner Lee 2003a:19). It was stressed that
the use of a combination of both traditional knowledge and science could achieve a fuller
understanding of baseline characteristics. The Travaillant Lake region and inland lake
fish populations were especially emphasized.
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There were further research objectives identified during the workshops that are at least
partially addressed by this study. They include: mapping water regimes; documenting
traditional land use and cultural studies; and community harvesting patterns.
While gaps are recognized to exist in the scientific knowledge and documentation of the
area, land users and elders have extensive knowledge of Travaillant Lake based on many
generations of use. The goal of this project is to address some of these gaps by collecting
local knowledge about three main topics:
1) Traditional and contemporary patterns of fish harvest in the Travaillant Lake basin;
2) Fish distribution, movement, and habitat use (including spawning, rearing, migration);
3) Physical and ecological characteristics of connecting streams and lakes to define the
extent of the drainage and the distribution of fish habitat, as well as identify any
critical or sensitive areas and document observations of ecological change over time.
Despite the broad and inclusive nature of local and traditional knowledge, we chose to
delimit the research to ecological information—specifically, fish movement and habitat
information in the Travaillant system. This is in recognition that the Gwich’in Social and
Cultural Institute will be doing future and more comprehensive traditional knowledge
research in the proposed Mackenzie Valley pipeline study area.
Background
The Gwich’in, the Gwich’in Settlement Area, and Resource Management

Travaillant Lake and its major tributary streams are located within the Gwich’in
Settlement Area (GSA). The Gwich’in Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement was
signed in 1992. The GSA encompasses approximately 56,935 km², and includes the
communities of Aklavik, Fort McPherson, Inuvik and Tsiigehtchic (Fig.1). Of
approximately 2,500 Gwich’in beneficiaries, about 1,400 live within the land claim area.
For millenia the Gwich’in have depended on the land for their survival. People continue
to rely on the use of renewable resources—hunting, trapping, fishing and harvesting plant
resources such as timber and berries—to help maintain their lifestyle and their ties with
the land. Fish are used throughout the settlement area. The main species are broad
whitefish, Dolly Varden char, coney (inconnu), crookedback (lake whitefish), lake trout,
loche (burbot), jackfish (northern pike) and bluefish (Arctic grayling).
The knowledge accumulated through generations is used to steward the resources within
the Gwich’in Settlement Area. Each community has a Renewable Resource Council that
deals with local issues. The elected/appointed members represent their community at
meetings to influence renewable resource management and planning. Overall, renewable
resources are managed through a co-management structure; the Gwich’in Renewable
Resource Board (GRRB) is the main co-management body. The interests of Fisheries and
Oceans Canada (DFO); Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society; Resources, Wildlife and
____________________________________________________________
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Economic Development (GNWT); and Gwich’in Beneficiaries are represented in equal
numbers on this board.

Fig. 1: Map showing the Gwich’in Settlement Area in relation to North America
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Previous Fisheries Research

In 1996, the Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board (GRRB) and Fisheries and Oceans
Canada (DFO) prepared a preliminary report on broad whitefish migration patterns in the
lower Mackenzie (Babaluk and Reist 1996). Samples were taken from Travaillant Lake,
the Arctic Red River and the Peel River. After analyzing the otoliths (ear-bones) of these
fish, the authors concluded that fish from Travaillant Lake had spent their entire lives in
fresh water, but fish from the Peel and Arctic Red Rivers had spent at least part of their
lives in varying concentrations of salt water (Ibid. 1996).
Further research on the fish populations of Travaillant Lake and their migrations was
initiated in 2002 by the GRRB. At that time, a tagging study was implemented with the
objective of re-capturing marked fish later in the season. The study continued during the
summers of 2002-2004, however to date, no tagged fish have been caught and/or returned
(VanGerwyn-Toyne 2002, Harris and Howland 2004, and Howland et al. 2004).
In addition to the field studies, the GRRB conducted traditional knowledge interviews
with several community members in 2002. Observations on fish distribution, habitat and
movements were recorded primarily for Travaillant Lake and Andrew Lake, and possible
migrations to/from the Mackenzie River, but the larger upstream portion of the drainage
was not included in the study (VanGerwyn-Toyne 2002). Interview results suggested that
some species of fish are transitory in summer months but congregate in the deep water of
Travaillant Lake for the winter. Most people surveyed believe that fish can move between
the Mackenzie River and Travaillant Lake during spring or summer, when water levels
are high enough.
Study Area
Travaillant Lake lies approximately 60 air miles southeast of Inuvik, and is located within
the Taiga Plains Ecoregion. It is the largest lake in the Gwich’in Settlement Area, and
drains an area of approximately 2800 km² into the Mackenzie River. Using 1:100,000
scale maps of the Canadian National Topographic System (NAD 1983), the study area
was defined ecologically by drawing a boundary according to height of land information
to encompass all water bodies that drain into the Travaillant system. Although systems
bordering the Travaillant drainage were also identified as important by participants—
such as North Caribou and Caribou Lakes, Kugaluk River, and Trout Lake—we
concentrated our study on those lakes and rivers included by the study area boundary.
Figure 2 shows the study area for this project.
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Fig. 2: Map of Travaillant Lake study area, showing proposed pipeline route.
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METHODS
Study Design
Local knowledge regarding fish and fish habitat in the Travaillant Lake area was gathered
using two approaches:
1) Database and literature searches of previously documented local knowledge; and
2) Interviews with land users and elders from Inuvik and Tsiigehtchic.
The database and literature searches were largely carried out prior to the interviews to
help inform and shape the interview topics and questions, as well as provide a secondary
source of information. Once the draft study design was prepared, the Renewable
Resource Councils (RRCs) in the towns closest to the study area (Inuvik and
Tsiigehtchic) were contacted for input on the project, as were DFO, and the Gwich’in
Social and Cultural Institute (GSCI).
1. Database and literature searches

A review of relevant published and unpublished data collected by various sources (e.g.
government agencies, universities, private consultants, etc.) was conducted over the
course of the winter. A list of the databases, indexes, and reports reviewed is included in
Appendix 3, along with a list of the keywords and place names used in the searches.
Some of the findings of this review are included as part of this report, to build on the
information from interviews. A complete list and summary of findings—including search
results and relevant excerpts of text—is contained in a separate document, “The
Travaillant Lake Local Knowledge Bibliography” at the GRRB office in Inuvik.
2. Local Knowledge Interviews
Preparation/Development

The interview phase of the research relied on participatory methods at all stages.
Community members initially identified the research needs, assisted in the development
of appropriate methodology, conducted the interviews, and reviewed draft products.
Cooperation occurred on both formal and informal levels throughout the study.
The RRCs in Inuvik and Tsiigehtchic were asked to recommend interviewers and
translators. A Gwich’in beneficiary was hired as interviewer in each community—Liz
Hansen in Inuvik and Anna May MacLeod in Tsiigehtchic. Each of the interviewers had
previous experience in traditional knowledge and/or oral history interviewing. They were
invited to a workshop held in Inuvik for the purpose of consistency training and to advise
on the project. During the workshop, interviewers reviewed interview and documentation
techniques (e.g. mapping and audio-recording); practiced interviewing with the available
equipment; and discussed culturally appropriate methods and process with GRRB staff
(see Hart 1995).
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The interviewers provided assistance on further developing the study design, including
research materials (such as the Informed Consent Form and Interview Guide) as well as
potential final products. The interviewers also brought forward any further research
questions or priorities that had been identified in the communities, and the study was
amended to accommodate them. The materials that would be used during the study were
then finalized; these are included in Appendix 2.
Selecting Participants

The list of participants was developed cooperatively by the Gwich’in Renewable
Resource Board, the Gwichya and Nihtat Renewable Resource Councils, the community
interviewers, and the participants themselves once the interviews were underway. The
sample was not intended to be representative, but targeted those individuals with
knowledge or experience regarding fish and fish habitat in the Travaillant area.
Interview Methods

Interviews were semi-structured, conducted with an interview guide of 12 open-ended
questions. They were conducted individually or in small groups of 2-4 people. Each
session was started with a brief introduction to the objectives of the project and a
description of how the information would be used. Willing participants were then asked
to sign a consent form. If they wished their name to be associated with their information,
biographical information and photographs were taken (no participants expressed a desire
for confidentiality).
Most interviews were recorded using a General Electric Micro Cassette Recorder (35375) with a clip microphone and 60 minute audio tapes. Detailed notes were also taken
during each interview; these were later summarized for entry into databases for future
reference. The notes were compared to the audio-recordings of the interviews to make
sure the information was complete and accurate. Interviews lasted an average of one
hour. The majority of the interviews were conducted in English. When necessary,
translation and/or consultation on names and language was provided by Liz Hansen,
other study participants fluent in the Gwich’in language, and staff of the GSCI.
Interviews were conducted in the Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board office, the Inuvik
Regional Hospital, the Gwichya Gwich’in RRC Office/Youth Center, and Band Office in
Tsiigehtchic. One interview was conducted over the telephone. Liz Hansen and Anna
May MacLeod were the prime interviewers; Janet Winbourne took notes; and Jozef
Carnogursky assisted with all aspects of interviewing—including mapping, running
audio-recording devices, collecting biographical information, and transporting and
photographing participants.
The Gwich’in Land and Water Board (GLWB) provided a 1:100,000 scale map of the
area, including topographic features and water bodies with both the gazetted and
Gwich’in names where possible. Each interviewer was provided with two copies of this
map—one for conducting the interviews, and one to function as a base or final map. The
study area boundary was drawn onto a sheet of clear acetate cut to fit the map, and results
were mapped onto the acetate overlay using non-permanent markers during the interview.
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Each interview was started with a clean sheet of acetate so that responses remained
independent between participants. Following the interview, this information was
transferred onto the base map, and the acetate wiped clean. Comments connected to a
specific geographic location were mapped with a two digit code consisting of the
interview number and a comment number corresponding to a spreadsheet of text excerpts
(e.g. 9-2: Interview number 9, comment 2). During most interviews, the interviewer or
interviewer’s assistant mapped the comments according to the participant’s wishes. In
some cases participants drew for themselves.
Review of Results

Once a draft report was prepared, the results were taken to the communities to be
reviewed. Four types of products were made for review:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Hard copies of the draft report in its entirety;
A Power Point presentation of the summarized findings;
Print outs of the maps with the coded comments;
A series of posters of the summarized findings.

Participants were asked to verify the information we had recorded for them. Any
suggested changes were made after this review. The draft report was also reviewed by a
wide range of people knowledgeable of the area, including community interviewers,
study participants, archaeologists, and fisheries biologists.
Data Analysis
1. Database and literature searches

No analysis of previously documented information was done as part of this study;
information was simply reviewed and compiled. As previously mentioned, relevant
findings from the secondary source review are incorporated and cited in this report to
complement information from interviews.
2. Local Knowledge Interviews

Textual information from the interviews was reviewed and organized by location/place
name, and by themes that emerged during the review. These themes are summarized and
demonstrated using the words of the participants throughout the Results and Discussion
section. The participant quotes used in the report are individual comments, but are
included because they were found to represent a sentiment running through a majority of
the results. In cases where there was conflicting information presented, or a wide
variability in responses, more than one comment has been included to indicate the range
of opinions.
Occasionally, a participant’s particular experience or point of view (e.g. multiple decades
spent in an area) can lend a unique credibility or perspective to a topic. In cases such as
this, we have included the unique perspective, but have also identified it as not being the
norm.
____________________________________________________________
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Limitations
We chose to conduct interviews using a topographic map with the study area outlined by
its ecological boundaries. This approach was not ideal for a number of reasons:
1. Some individuals are familiar with the land, but not with how it is represented on a
two-dimensional map. It was at times difficult for a participant to locate him/herself on
the map. This problem was exacerbated by our incomplete list of Gwich’in place names.
2. During the course of the interviews it became apparent that most participants disagreed
with how we defined the drainage; it is therefore likely that our Study Area was not one
that they conceptualized well or considered accurate.
3. Our narrow topic approach does not incorporate traditional Gwich’in
conceptualizations of the land in an adequate way; we found that people wanted to also
talk about their travel routes, hunting, trapping, the proposed pipeline, stories connected
to the land, etc. It is only through a more holistic approach that the true significance of an
area may be communicated. The inadequacy of trying to map the importance of an area
was concisely expressed in 1975 by the late Robert Andre (son of Chief Hyacinthe
Andre) during the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry; “I tell you, once you have covered
all the maps it will just be a black sheet of paper” (Berger 1977: vol. 47, p. 4621). He was
referring to the Travaillant Lake area in particular.
4. It is possible that we have missed some information, as we were not able to interview
everyone suggested by the RRCs, due to time and logistical constraints.
Further possible limitations of the study are that no statistical analysis was done, and we
were not able to incorporate previous work done through Gwich’in Land Use Planning.
A Note on Language

Diacritics, or the use of marks and accents added to a letter to indicate a special phonetic
value or sound, are used to ensure the correct spelling of Gwich’in language words.
Generally, Vowel First Dene font or others such as WinMac Dene are used to display
these diacritics. In this report, diacritics do not display so the sounds of the word may not
be represented by the spelling. Most of the Gwich’in words in this report are from the
Gwichya Gwich’in dialect.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction
Summary of findings from the literature and database review

The objective of the literature and database review was to identify and compile
previously documented local and traditional knowledge about fish and fish habitat in the
Travaillant Lake area. No study with this specific topic was located during the review.
Lists of the sources and keywords searched are included in Appendix 3; a binder
containing all findings and a comprehensive bibliography are available at the GRRB
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office. The most useful sources of information are summarized here, and excerpts of
relevant text are included throughout the discussion.
As previously noted, the GSCI has undertaken heritage and oral history research in the
Travaillant Lake area—such as the documentation of trails, place names, historical use,
and stories associated with the land (see Andre and Kritsch 1992; Heine et al. 2001;
among other publications). We used their work extensively to inform our own research;
quotations from their publications are included throughout this section to provide a
broader context to the topics. At the same time, we have tried to eliminate overlap with
both the GSCI’s past and proposed future work. We therefore did not attempt to
document place names in Gwich’in or any more cultural aspects of the land, and have
only included literal translations when the Gwich’in language helps explain some aspect
of the particular topic or environment we are studying.
Archaeologist Jean-Luc Pilon conducted surveys within the study area during the late
1980s and early 1990s, as part of the Northern Oil and Gas Action Plan (Pilon 1991 and
1994). While his archaeological work provides some information on traditional land use
in the area, it is not specific to fish, their movements or habitats. His findings are
included when they complement those of the GSCI, and/or the information gathered
through local knowledge interviews.
A longer-term perspective than possible through interviews alone was provided by two
main sources: the transcripts of the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry, and the Gwich’in
Environmental Knowledge Project Database. The Pipeline Inquiry held extensive public
hearings between 1974 and 1976 (Berger 1977). During those hearings, the importance of
the Travaillant Lake area, its fish populations and habitat, arose repeatedly. Relevant
excerpts are included within this text.
The Gwich’in Environmental Knowledge Project was an initiative of the Gwich'in
Renewable Resource Board started in 1995. The objective was to document traditional
ecological knowledge within the Gwich’in Settlement Area. Over the course of two
years, 231 interviews that focused on wildlife and fish species were conducted with
Gwich’in beneficiaries. A comprehensive archival and literature search was also
conducted during that time. Over 500 documents were reviewed, including archives from
the Committee for the Original People’s Entitlement (COPE), Hudson Bay Company
records, Land Use Research, and the Gwich’in Language Centre (GRRB 1997 and 2001).
A computer database was designed to store and organize the information; it currently
contains over 2000 records. Of the records pertaining to fish contained in the database,
we found very few that make specific reference to the Travaillant Lake system.
The GRRB houses a second database containing the records for the Gwich’in Harvest
Study. The Harvest Study is a voluntary survey of Gwich’in beneficiaries who harvest in
the Gwich’in Settlement Area. It has been conducted in the four communities of the GSA
since part-way through 1995, and attempts to record all hunting, trapping and fishing
harvests. The records were sorted for fish harvests taking place within the study area, and
are included in a summarized form.
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Summary of interview results

A total of twenty-six individuals were interviewed during the course of this study; fifteen
residents of Tsiigehtchic, eleven from Inuvik. The ages of participants ranged from 19 to
90 years, and the average age was sixty years. Nineteen of the participants were male; 7
were women. Table 1 shows the count for certain participant characteristics, including
age, gender and status.
Table 1: Summary of Participant Characteristics
Number of Participants
16
8
2

Age Group*

Elder
Adult
Youth

Gender

Male
Female

19
7

Gwich'in

24

Other

2

Status

Total Count = 26

Average Age = 60

*age classes: Youth is <30; Adult is 31-59; Elder is 60 and over.

The selection of participants depended upon their knowledge or experience in regards to
fish in the study area. We chose to interview a broad range of ages to gather information
that spanned the greatest time period. We also tried to interview people that had spent
time in different places, to get information throughout the study area. We found however,
that the information we collected was “patchy”—many people had spent time at
Travaillant and Andrew Lakes, or along the chain of lakes that includes Sandy, Point, and
Sunny Lakes. Fewer participants had first hand experience of the lakes in the north of the
study area (Hill Lake, Lost Reindeer Lakes); to the east of Travaillant Lake; and of the
smaller lakes that were not near a travel route in living memory (e.g. Upper and Lower
Overflow, Otter, and High Point Lakes).
Organization of the results

Once the interviews were complete, the transcript information was sorted by place name
and topic, and reviewed for emerging themes. The information was entered into a
spreadsheet, with comments corresponding to mapped locations (codes). Results from
both the secondary source review and the local knowledge interviews are compiled and
presented in this section under the following three topic headings:
1) Traditional and contemporary patterns of fish harvest;
2) Fish distribution, movements, and habitat use;
3) Physical and ecological characteristics of streams and lakes.
__________________________________________________________________________
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As often as possible, interview results are presented in the words of the participants with
little interpretation. The interview results are included in this report in two other ways:
they are tabularized in Appendix 4 as they appear in the spreadsheet for database entry;
these comments are coded, sorted by topic, and mapped within the figures of the report.
1) Traditional and contemporary patterns of fish harvest
The Travaillant Lake system is encompassed by the traditional territory of the Gwichya
Gwich’in. While most people now live in the present-day community of Tsiigehtchic
(formerly known as Arctic Red River), they nonetheless have strong ties to the land
around Travaillant; many were raised there and some continue to use the area seasonally.
In addition to the Gwichya and Nihtat Gwich’in that rely on the area, there are also
Inuvialuit Beneficiaries and other Inuvik residents that spend time there.
Traditional Use

The Gwich’in name for Travaillant Lake is Khaii luk—meaning “winter fish” and
attesting to the reliable supply of that resource. The area has always been prized by the
Gwich’in as a source of varied and abundant foods and materials. It has renowned fishing
sites; is popular for trapping; is home to the Woodland caribou year-round and the
Bluenose caribou herd that migrates through the area each winter and spring. It holds
great cultural and historical significance for the Gwich’in people and remains an
important site for traditional economic activities such as hunting, trapping and fishing.
Anyway, it happened that the people were moving around in the Arctic Red River
region. Everybody was getting very low on meat and fish and there was a lake in that
country called Travaillant Lake and that was a very good lake for fish any time of the
year. (Pascal Baptiste, COPE Text 1976, GEPK Database #0014)
The first written accounts about people living in the area come from Sir Alexander
Mackenzie’s journals;
We had a mess of most delicious fish from [the Gwich’in], less than a Herring...
spotted Black and Yellow very beautifully had a fin from near the Head to near the
Tail, and when stretched was of triangular form and Variegated the same as the Fish,
had a small head and a very sharp set of Teeth…
There are … Poles stuck in the ground in the River to which they fasten their Nets,
and there seems to be an excellent Fishery here. We saw many (fish) jump out of the
Water, one of which fell into our Canoe, which was about 10 Inches long and round...
They make Fires in different parts of the House that the Fish may dry the sooner.
They have Rails on the Outside of the House which are likewise covered with Fish,
but Fresher than those in the Hut. They appear very Careful of the Roes or [spawn]
of the fish which they dry in like manner. We got as many fish as we chose to embark,
for which I gave them Beads... (1789 and 1793, in GEKP database).
____________________________________________________________
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Mackenzie’s journal entries described practices that likely had been carried out in the
area for many generations. Archaeologist Jean-Luc Pilon discovered 37 sites in 1991; one
of the most interesting was a trail linking two large lakes northwest of Travaillant Lake.
The trail showed evidence of use not only within the last few decades, but prehistoric
sites were found at either end of the trail, suggesting a history of use that may span
several centuries or more (1994).
In 1992, Alestine Andre and Ingrid Kritsch carried out oral history research in the
Gwichya Gwich’in community of Tsiigehtchic, for the Canadian Museum of Civilization.
They interviewed thirty-four people who were knowledgeable about Trout and
Travaillant Lake, recording traditional uses, trails and place names. They found six major
routes to the Travaillant Lake area—one from the Mackenzie delta and five from
Tsiigehtchic—and all of obvious historic significance; “some of the trails are so old and
well traveled that they are literally ground into the earth leaving a road 4 feet wide and
1½ feet deep” (Andre and Kritsch 1992:14). Figure 3 shows a reproduction of a portion
of a map made for the Nagwichoonjik National Historic Site project to indicate the extent
of the trails that traverse the study area.

Figure 3: Draft map showing portion of the “Nagwichoonjik National Historic Site - Heritage
Places and Sites in the Gwichya Gwich’in Landscape” (map produced by Gwich’in Integrated
GIS based on traditional land use data recorded in 1992; reproduced with permission of
GSCI).
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Andre and Kritsch also documented the locations of some historic fish traps; those
located on lakes within our study area include Tregnantchiez, Lower Overflow, Fish
Trap, the northeast end of Little David Lake, the northwest end of Crossing Creek Lake
(David Lake), and Sucker Lake. Others also recorded the historic importance of the area:
The Khaii luk Gwich’in made the area around Khaii luk and Vidi chu’ their home
year after year. The Khaii luk region is an area of great abundance, with many lakes
and streams where fish can be caught at all times of the year. Because of the area’s
abundance, a number of important winter camp sites have been used here since ts’ii
deii days, and some sites were used during the summer as well. (Heine et al. 2001:62)
Teelaii (located on the north end of Travaillant Lake near the main inflow) and Teeddhaa
(located on the south end of Travaillant Lake near the lake’s outflow) were two of the
most important traditional camps in the Travaillant Lake area during the fall and winter.
Teelaii was used mostly to take advantage of the fall whitefish run, and Teeddhaa was
located next to an area that was free of ice most of the year (Andre and Kritsch 1992). As
many as 75-80 moss houses (neekanh) were reported at Teeddhaa, attesting to consistent
reliance on the area as far back as ts’ii deii (Ibid.).
The families living in the Khaii luk region relied mainly on fish for their survival. This
fact influenced the way of life of the Khaii luk Gwich’in: families who were able to
catch enough fish in the same area over an extended period of time, did not need to
travel on the land as much. Even the kinds of winter shelters used by many ts’ii deii
living here, show that this was so. Unlike the skin tents used in the mountains up the
Arctic Red, the houses used around Khaii luk area were not intended to be taken
along at all. The families who built them meant to stay in one place for some time.
(Heine et al. 2001:126)
Contemporary Use

There is no easy distinction to be made between traditional/historic and contemporary use
of the Travaillant area, since use has been continuous with slight shifts in specific areas
used, methods of travel or methods of resource use. Variations in use patterns can be
caused by external events—such as fire, the price of furs—or by more personal events,
like people moving to town. Nonetheless, it was repeatedly stressed during interviews
that while the Travaillant Lake area was relied upon for its abundant and reliable source
of fish, it has been considered particularly valuable for its combination of available
resources. In living memory, Travaillant Lake and the surrounding lakes were most often
visited in the fall; as ice began to form and winter set in, families traveled to their camps
to fish, but they also set rabbit snares and hunted caribou, among other activities.
…my dad did all of the hunting and fishing. We’d go with him to check our
nets…it’s mostly for dog food we’d [fish]. He tried to get all the fish for the
whole winter…that’s the idea of moving there early in the fall and we’d fish
all fall. I remember one fall we moved there we used dog packs because there
wasn’t enough snow for toboggans. We had a stage there, where dad always
____________________________________________________________
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used to leave nets, traps—store things away. So mostly what we used to carry
with us is our blankets and food, because we lived on fish anyway, moose
meat—lived off the land. (Sarah McLeod-Firth, Inuvik, Mar. 31, 2004)
…the fish and the headwaters are important resources, and also the woodland
caribou used to pass through here in their migration route; I don’t know if
they do any more. When I was growing up at the cabin… the caribou would
come out, go out on the lake right in front of the cabin, then go back into the
trees on the other side. So we’d just pick off which ones we wanted. So if we
wanted two caribou everyday, we’d get two caribou every day! But they’d be
always hanging around there, which is probably why we stayed there all
winter, because it was good providing for us. (Julie Ann Andre, Inuvik, Mar.
19, 2004)
I went up there one time with my wife and 3-4 children. All we had was
enough for 4-5 days of groceries and we stayed for over 2 weeks and we still
come back with groceries because we just lived off the land—all kinds of
fish… I killed moose, caribou, bear, ducks, rabbit…That was at least 30 years
ago. (William Clark, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 26, 2004)
Many of the Tsiigehtchic participants spoke of a “seasonal round” that included, for
example, fishing on Travaillant Lake in the fall, trapping in the surrounding area in the
winter, then moving to other areas within the system to catch muskrats or hunt ducks and
geese in the spring. Many families only returned to Tsiigehtchic a few times during the
course of the year, perhaps at Christmas and Easter, to attend mass and re-supply. These
trips used to be done with dog teams, by the men, and are now made on skidoo.
Great quantities of fish were caught, cleaned, split and dried each summer in the many
fish camps along the Mackenzie River. They were then baled for use over the winter, or
sold or traded for other goods. During the 1920’s William Clark established a permanent
camp at the confluence of the Travaillant and Mackenzie Rivers. It was also around this
time that a trading post was established by a fur trader named George Hurst (GEKP). The
trading post included a number of buildings and extensive gardens—the produce
supplying missions and villages of the lower Mackenzie. The property was later sold to
Bill McNeely, who ran it until it was sold to Cliff Hagen in the 1950’s (Prince of Wales
Heritage Centre Online Database).
In an interview with elder Barney Natsie, he said that up to 150 families would use the
waterways from Little Chicago on the Mackenzie River to Travaillant Lake to stock up
on fish for the winter (GEKP Interview #0621, Tsiigehtchic, May 28, 1996.) There are
still many people alive today who lived seasonally on Travaillant Lake;
[Teeddhaa] is where the camps for fishing were in the 1950’s. There was Moses and
Emma Coyen, Archie and Enna Blazes, Tony Andre’s family, and Simon Modeste.
There was a creek there and everybody set their nets along that shore in a row. The
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women would also walk around and set rabbit snares. They made stages and put all
their fish on the stage. (Sarah McLeod-Firth, Inuvik, Mar. 31, 2004)
The Andre family are some of the last remaining people to spend significant portions of
the year living on the land between Travaillant Lake, Andrew Lake, and their summer
camp at Tree River on the Mackenzie River. In the fall, as soon as the snow and ice were
good enough for travel, they would head to Travaillant Lake and stay there for much of
the winter. Gabe Andre, built a cabin there in 1967 and knows the surrounding lands and
waters intimately. His daughter, Julie Ann, reminisces about one of the family’s
important fishing camp locations near the outflow of Andrew Lake;
In the fall time we’d fish in the creek here…catching trout, whitefish, coney, jackfish,
I guess loche, must’ve been crookedback, too. We’d fish there every fall. We had a
tent frame camp there. In [this] area, you basically set your net, have a coffee and
your net would be full; so you’d do 2-3 swipes and then that would be it for the day.
You’d leave a line underneath for the next day. But the creek area, we used it mostly
for egg fish. (Julie Ann Andre, Inuvik, Mar. 19, 2004)
Despite leaving there by the age of seven, Julie Ann is able to remember her family
hunting and fishing at the different settlements, and moving between camps using dog
teams. Figure 4 shows her at Travaillant Lake around the age of four.

Fig. 4: Photograph of Julie Ann
Andre taken at Travaillant
Lake during a seasonal family
trip there in the early to mid1970’s (photographer unknown).

The Andre family have raised generations on the abundance of Khaii luk, and have
consistently spoken out to protect the area from development;
____________________________________________________________
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…there’s a lot of fish lakes in the Travaillant lake region. A lot of people from here
have fished in this area and they are very concerned that a pipeline should be
running through there. We have future plans for these lakes and we want to protect
ourselves for the future and protect these fish lakes. (Alestine Andre speaking to the
Berger inquiry, Mar. 13, 1976)
… people have lived there for so many years and people don’t live there for no reason
at all. There has to be resources there; there has to be caribou, they go there for the
caribou…or they go there for the fish...and so they go there for a reason. It’s not
recreational use; it’s for subsistence. When people live there, I know they rely not
only on the resources—the caribou and the fish—but also for the water, and also for
the trees, the wood resources, the plants that people use for many different things…
(Alestine Andre, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 29, 2004)
Some Inuvik participants reported another type of experience in the area: many work in
town and visit a different part of the drainage (e.g. the Sandy-Long Point-Sunny chain of
lakes), in a different season (i.e. summer), accessing the area by float plane. Some also
target different types of fish—for example, trout rather than crookedback and whitefish.
This type of use reflects a number of changing factors, including a decreasing reliance on
dog teams (one important impetus behind intensive fishing in the past), as well as
increasing participation in a wage economy. Nonetheless, use of fish resources in the area
has been consistent over many generations. There are presently approximately 20 cabins
located within the study area that are actively used (Gwich’in Integrated GIS 2004).
Table 2 gives the Gwichya Gwich’in, common, and Latin (scientific) names of the types
of fish known to be harvested in the Travaillant Lake system.
Table 2: Fish caught in the Travaillant Lake Study Area*

Gwichya Gwich'in Name Common Names

Scientific Name

Vit

lake trout

(Salvelinus namaycush)

Sriijaa

bluefish, Arctic grayling

(Thymallus arcticus)

Luk digaii, Luk zheii

whitefish, broad whitefish

(Coregonus nasus)

Dalts'in

crooked back, lake whitefish

(Coregonus clupeaformis)

Treeluk

herring, Arctic cisco

(Coregonus autumnalis)

Treeluk

herring, little coney, least cisco (Coregonus sardinella)

Sruh

coney, inconnu

(Stenodus leucichthyes)

Eltyin

jackfish, Northern pike

(Esox lucius)

Chehluk

loche, burbot

(Lota lota)

(*from VanGerwyn-Toyne 2002; local knowledge interviews 2004; and GRRB Harvest Study
records 1995-2003)

To complement the information gathered during interviews, we searched the Gwich’in
Harvest Study database for fish harvests recorded within the study area. The database was
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queried for a total of fifty-four map codes (each representing a 10 x 10km grid or part
thereof) that encompass the Travaillant drainage, for all species of fish. The results are
shown in Table 3 on the following page. In addition to the fish records shown there, other
animals reported to be harvested within the Travaillant drainage include: Bluenose and
woodland caribou, moose, beaver, lynx, marten, fox, snowshoe hare, wolverine, black
duck, Canada goose, greater white-fronted goose, grouse, mallard, snow goose, and
tundra swan (GRRB Harvest Study records 1995-2003).
Table 3: GHS Annual Fish Harvests Recorded in the Travaillant Lake Area, 1996-2003*

Species

Year

# Harvested

Lake Trout

1995

60

Travaillant Lake

1996

50

Travaillant Lake

1998

55

Travaillant Lake

1999

65

Travaillant Lake

2001

30

Travaillant Lake

2002

40

Travaillant Lake

2003

25

Travaillant Lake

1995

200

Travaillant Lake

1996

2600

Travaillant Lake

1998

6

1999

125

Travaillant Lake

1995

400

Travaillant Lake

1996

15

Andrew Lake

1998

45

Andrew Lake

1999

435

Travaillant Lake

2003

45

Travaillant Lake

1995

1

Travaillant Lake

1996

40

Travaillant and Andrew Lakes

1999

25

Travaillant Lake

Loche

1996

50

Travaillant Lake

Coney

2003

1

Travaillant Lake

Crookedback

Whitefish

Jackfish

Place Name

Andrew Lake

*(these numbers are draft harvest study results and need to be adjusted for response rate; they
therefore under-represent total harvest estimates)

It is important to note that some individuals who harvest in the area do not report their
harvests to the Gwich’in Harvest Study. The database contains no harvest records for
lakes other than Travaillant Lake and Andrew Lake, however many people we spoke to
____________________________________________________________
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fish in Sunny Lake, Long Point Lake, Sandy Lake, or David Lake. We would emphasize
that the numbers in Table 3 represent the minimum amount of fish harvested.
It is also important to mention that many Tsiigehtchic residents report a significant
decline in the number of people using the Travaillant area over the last twenty years. In
his presentation at the Norman Wells community workshops, Dan Andre estimated the
amount of fish that used to be harvested in the area by calculating the needs of 20
families with dogs. He projected that a total of 33,600 fish were taken from the
Travaillant basin during 1950-1960 (in Gartner Lee 2003a). As previously mentioned,
this decline in use is in part due to changing socioeconomic factors—such as shifting
resource needs, rising fuel costs, and decreasing fur prices. There have also been forest
fires in the area in the last 20 years; participants report that both ungulate and furbearer
habitat use and migration patterns have changed as a result of the fires. This in turn has
had an effect on peoples’ use of the area.
In 2003, a winter road was constructed from the Dempster Highway at the Campbell
Creek crossing through to a work camp at North Caribou Lake. Preliminary hunting and
trapping results from the 2003-2004 winter season indicate that there has been an
increase in the numbers of animals harvested in the area compared to previous years’ data
(GRRB draft Harvest Study results). This newly-enhanced access from Inuvik, combined
with suitable winter conditions, may result in a surge in the number of harvesters using
the area once again.
Indicative of its continuing importance, part of the Travaillant Lake basin has been
classed by the Gwich’in Land Use Planning Board as a Conservation Zone, in which new
developments are restricted (see GLUP 2003:39-41). Nonetheless, provisions have been
made for the Mackenzie highway and pipeline developments to take place within this
land use zone.
2) Fish distribution, movements, and habitat
Fish Distribution

The following page includes a list of the major lakes within the study area that are
thought to contain fish habitat (Table 4). Lakes are listed alphabetically by their English
names. Gwich’in names are included when possible; for a more comprehensive source of
Gwich’in place names, the reader should consult Andre and Kritsch (1992).
The table only includes species that are currently popular for harvest; herring are not
included as they were seldom mentioned during the course of the interviews. Lakes with
fish present are marked with a check; those without fish are marked with an “X”, and
those that remain unconfirmed have a question mark. Fish presence was considered
confirmed either by a majority opinion of participants during the interviews, or through
documentation found during the literature and database reviews.
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Table 4: Distribution of fish in the Travaillant Lake study area, according to local knowledge interviews.
Place Name

Gwich’in Name

Andrew Lake
Big Lake
Crossing Creek Lake
David Lake

Yidi chu’ tsal
Vanathadlaii

Fish Trap Lake
High Point Lake
Hill Lake
Jiggle Lake
Loche Lake
Long Point Lake
Lost Reindeer Lakes
Overflow Lake - Lower
Overflow Lake - Upper
Odizen Lake
Otter Lake
Point Lake
Sandy Lake
Sucker Lake
Sunny Lake
Travaillant Lake
Travaillant River
Tregnantchiez Lake
Wood Bridge Lake
Unnamed lake (south
of Odizen)
Unnamed lake east of
Travaillant
Unnamed Lake
between Jiggle and
Travaillant

Echeenuut’aii
Dachan lee k’adh
Gugwijaanaii
Njaa nii’ee
Jilaa’
Cheh luk goon glii

Vits’anaagykit

Nithidiee nii’ee
Nisheh nii’ee
Daats’ida/Daats’it k’adh
Sree chii vii’edeh
Khaii luk tshik
Nuudlaii gugwidiitl’it
Treeadaaghaa
Tanahjil
Ne’dinii’ee
Nithidiee nii’ee

Whitefish
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
ü
?
?
ü
?
?
?
ü
?
ü
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
ü
ü

Crooked
-back
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
ü
?
?
ü
?
?
?
ü
?
ü
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Lake
Trout
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
?
ü
?
?
?
ü
?
ü
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
ü
ü

Jackfish

Loche

Coney

Grayling

ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
?
?
?
ü
?
?
?
ü
?
ü
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
ü
ü

ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
?
ü
ü
ü
?
?
?
ü
?
ü
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
ü
ü

ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
?
?
?
ü
?
?
?
ü
?
ü
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
ü
ü

ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
?
?
?
ü
?
?
?
ü
?
ü
ü
X
ü
ü
ü
ü
?
ü
ü

?

ü

?

?

?

?

?

?

ü

?

?

?

?

?
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Comments

Suckers only

Suckers only

While information in the table is broken down by species, this should not be considered
complete, as questions asked during the interviews were not species-specific. We would
suggest that all of the major lakes with at least seasonal connections to the Travaillant
system will share the host of species listed in Table 2 (page 22). Two exceptions to this
are Big Lake and Sucker Lake, which were consistently reported as only having suckers
(Catostomus spp.) in them.
Participants stressed that the entire Travaillant drainage contains valuable fish and
wildlife habitat;
The fishing is excellent. You can’t get any better fishing anywhere than in all these
big lakes—for grayling, for whitefish, crookedback, loche, for trout—they got it all.
There is also excellent ducks and geese all through these lakes. There isn’t any
country I haven't flown between Alaska and the Yukon and here, and you cannot beat
this area for fishing—for subsistence fishing in particular, for yourself and your dogs.
You’d never go hungry in this country. The fish are always there; you just never seem
to have a bad year for fish. To me, it’s a shame the pipeline has to go through this
area; it’s probably the best country almost in the world. The diversity of wildlife, fish,
waterfowl...of all the places the pipeline could go through, this is the place it
shouldn’t. Unfortunately it’s going right through the heart of it. (Willard Hagen,
Inuvik, Mar. 22, 2004)
They also stressed a continuing concern about the danger of people over-using or overharvesting such an important area. More than one participant expressed the need to
continue traditional resource management practices that take care of resources to ensure
they will be there in the future.
As previously mentioned, the fishing resources at Travaillant Lake and their importance
to the Gwichya Gwich’in have been documented in other published sources (Berger
1977; Andre and Kritsch 1992; Heine et al. 2001; VanGerwyn-Toyne 2002). The
interview results from this study support those findings. We found however, that Andrew
Lake and Gugwijaanaii, located immediately downstream of Travaillant Lake, were also
mentioned as locations that have been very important for fish camps and fish habitat.
These three water bodies were usually discussed by participants at the same time, and for
this reason the results pertaining to this chain of lakes will be presented together.
Results are summarized in the table and map on the following pages. Table 5 contains the
numbered interview comments pertaining to Travaillant Lake, Andrew Lake and
Gugwijaanaii. These comments correspond to the locations mapped in Figure 5. Table 5
and Figure 5 only include comments that pertain to specific mapped locations. Comments
that were more general to the area, or for some reason were not mapped, are included as
quotations in the report text throughout the results and discussion section. The
corresponding tables and figures used throughout the remainder of the Results section are
printed versions of the interactive maps that are included on the CD-ROM with this
report.
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Fig. 5: Map showing confirmed areas of multi-species fish habitat in the Travaillant basin.
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Table 5: Interview results for Travaillant Lake, Andrew Lake and Gugwijaanaii.
Map
Code

Location and Participant Comment
Travaillant Lake

1-24

Gabe Andre: in February, saw juveniles in these two areas; but if you try in every lake, I think you're going
to get them

4-11

John Jerome: it's shallow and grassy in all these places [west side of Trav Lk], but deep pretty much
everywhere else

18-2

Victor Modeste: (on the east side by the bluff): this is the deepest place, 18-20 feet. Everywhere else is
shallow. You have to go to the middle of the lake to set net

23-3

Jennifer Andre: there's pretty good fishing for whitefish and trout along the (west) Trav Lk shoreline; you
also see minnows here
Teelaii

1-21

Gabe Andre: lots of grayling; there's fast water and that's where they're always hanging out.

4-6
7-1
11-2

John Jerome: most of Trav Lk nobody sets net, there's too much grass. You can just go so far [up Trav R]
then it's getting too bushy and shallow…there's lots of snags in the water, willows, grass.
Julie Ann Andre: cabin site, at inflow to Trav Lk; went there seasonally for 7 years
Noel Andre: camp and fishing spot

20-4

Jason McLeod: there are fish here, near the cabin on Trav Lk
Teeddhaa

4-3

John Jerome: used to be a portage here; lots of people used to stay there in the fall time, a long time ago.
Nobody there now for 10 years. You set net in the falltime; they run [whitefish] through Andrew Lake, up
Trav R, into Trav Lk. After that, the crookedback run fish eggs; maybe move through (part of TR flowing into
Lake) fish eggs in November; after November the eggs hatch and you see the minnows. Just throw a line
across the creek, or something like that. Person on the other side pulls the net in--can get 1000 in one day.
Coney, loche, crookedback, jackfish--there's no trout in Travaillant Lake--just whitefish, crookedback and
coney. I never fished very much in here, just helped Gabe Andre.

8-4

Willard Hagen: there's a huge run of fish in this creek; you can almost walk across on fish there. [Whitefish
and crookedback] ... You do get trout in these waters also, I suspect though that the trout probably stay in
the lake--it's so huge that I suspect the trout are year-round residents in the lake.

9-1

Sarah McLeod-Firth: this is where the camps for fishing were in the 1950s
Donald Modeste: dad found a fish place in the creek between Andrew Lake and Trav Lk in the early
1950's; that's where Gabe still fishes.

9-2
13-1,
3
17-1

Cecil Andre: good fishing spot; spawning area too
Caroline Andre: every two hours, when you set net it was just full!

18-19

Victor Modeste: My dad had a net in the creek there, somewhere around the 1970's. That's where he
caught 5000 whitefish out of one net.

20-6

Jason McLeod: I saw juveniles at the outlet of Trav Lk, inflow of Andrew Lake, and outlet of Andrew Lake.
I saw juvenile fish in Andrew Lake and Travaillar Lake. You see the minnows at the mouth of the creeks.

23-2
23-4

Jennifer Andre: there's fish in this creek that goes from Trav Lk to Andrew Lk. It's open year-round for
whitefish and crookedback
Jennifer Andre: minnows are mostly in that creek
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Table 5: Interview results for Travaillant Lake, Andrew Lake and Gugwijaanaii (cont’d).
Map
Code

Location and Participant Comment

4-3

Andrew Lake
John Jerome: in the fall time whitefish run through Andrew Lk, up Trav R and into Trav Lk. After that the
crookedback run fish eggs, maybe move through (indicating part of Trav R flowing into Trav Lk). After
November the eggs hatch and you see the minnows. Long time ago, people used to stay here.

7-2

Julie Ann Andre: camp site on Andrew Lake; caught trout, whitefish, coney, jackfish…must've been loche
and crookedback too

7-5

Julie Ann Andre: family's camp site on Andrew Lake; caught trout, whitefish, coney, jackfish…must've
been loche and crookedback, too. Important/critical area because that's the easiest spot for fishing and the
most abundant for fish in the fall time. There's so much fish in that creek because I guess they're heading
out to the river...it's just before the season of egg fish in Tsiigehtchic.

8-15

Julie Ann Andre: I would suppose we had a fishing net here, because we had a tent frame camp
Willard Hagen: I have a tent frame, a goose camp here. We hunt geese there in the spring. This is the first
place they stop when coming down the river. This river a lot of times is open, all year. One of the first things
we do when we get there is set net. At that time in May we usually get crookedback.

10-7,
8
13-4

Pierre Benoit: you can get all the fish you want here [between the outlet of Trav Lk and outlet of Andrew
Lake]
Cecil Andre: lots of fish here

20-6

Jason McLeod: saw juveniles at the outlet of TL, inflow of Andrew Lake, and outlet of Andrew Lake. I saw
juvenile fish in Andrew Lake and Travaillar Lake. The minnows--you see them at the mouth of the creeks.

22-3,
5

Alestine Andre: where the water flows out and it turns into Travaillar River, that's where we stayed. It's a
traditional camp. My uncle set a net right at the mouth of the creek--this is the third week in May--and he
came back with the biggest crookedbacks I'd seen in my life. They were almost the size of a Mackenzie
broad whitefish."

23-1,
4, 7

Jennifer Andre: there are probably fish in this area; it's open year-round, too. This area is good for geese
and swans because this creek is open year-round. That's where they go.

7-7

Gugwijaanaii
9-3
10-9
10-10

Donald Modeste: fish don't go much past outlet of Gugwijaanaii
Pierre Benoit: below here you don't get any fish
Pierre Benoit: you don't get any Trav Lk fish down here and you don't get any whitefish in the spring

11-5
11-12
18-11

Noel Andre: about the middle of December there are lots of fish there again
Noel Andre: swans live here; it opens up early
Victor Modeste: that's another good fish lake; we call it First Big Lake
Mouth of Travaillant River

7-9

Julie Ann Andre: You would see juveniles in the smaller creeks of the Travaillant system; they would hang
along the mouth of [Trav Creek] and the shore of the Mackenzie. Saw juveniles at the mouth of Trav and Rat
Lake Creeks, and along the shore near the mouth.

15-2

Dale Clark: fished at the mouth of Trav R, but I never saw whitefish coming out of the creek. You see
others, like suckers, they come out of Sucker Lake, which joins Trav Creek at the mouth.

16-1

William Clark: my dad used to have a store at TR, a trading post; all the people used to trap in the area and
trade with him. It saved them the trip to Arctic Red. That little town was bigger than Arctic Red at one time.
All of them used to stay there--the Modestes, Simons, McNeeleys, Hursts--we all stayed together; three big
families. We were all raised up there."
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Located northwest (and upstream) of Travaillant Lake, both Crossing Creek Lake and
nearby David Lake repeatedly arose in regards to their abundance and diversity of fish.
David Lake was even referred to as the “best fish lake” by many participants; they spoke
of good crookedback, grayling, trout, and whitefish and habitat there.
The [whitefish] come through from David Lake; there’s lots of fish at David Lake in
December. You just clean the snow and you see the fish passing underneath the ice. I
don’t know where they come from; there’s so many rivers that join there. (Dale
Clark, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 26, 2004)
David Lake's the main fishing lake; it's the best lake for whitefish and crookedback in
the whole country. (Donald Modeste, Inuvik, Mar. 31, 2004)
Crossing Creek Lake is also renowned for an abundance of fish.
I was just three years old but still I can remember very well because in one week [my
father] just set one net and he got 5000 whitefish. (Noel Andre, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 19,
2004)
Interview comments regarding these lakes are included in Table 6 and mapped in Fig. 6
on the following page.
Table 6: Interview results for David and Crossing Creek Lakes.
Map
Code

Location and Participant Comment
David Lake

3-10,
14

Ron Lalonde: very good for grayling; very shallow

3-12

Ron Lalonde: in the fall we've caught a lot of nice trout in the stream before we go into David lake

5-5

James Firth: have caught grayling and trout

6-7

Conrad Baetz: David Creek: immediately upstream of the lake; has heard there's good grayling habitat in
the rapids there

8-3

Willard Hagen: excellent fishing in David Lake; one of the best; there's a big run of whitefish there in the fall
(October); spawning ground at David Lake marked (8-3)

15-7

Dale Clark: the [whitefish] come through from David Lake; there's lots of fish at David Lake in December.
You just clean the snow and you see the fish passing underneath the ice. I don't know where they come
from; there's so many rivers that join there.
Crossing Creek Lake

9-15

Donald Modeste: water drains from Crossing Creek Lake through these ones [three big lakes to NE of TL]
and goes out to Trout Lake

10-15
11-1

Pierre Benoit: that's where you get lots of fish too; that's a real good fish lake
Noel Andre: 1932: father set net and got 5000 whitefish

11-1,
2, 6

Noel Andre: egg fish run: seems like it starts running at Crossing Creek Lake (from 11-1 to 11-2); after the
egg fish run, the male fish follow
Victor Modeste: whitefish start from [Crossing Creek Lake] and they come all down this way and you catch
them down here (indicating towards TL). I don't know where they spawn (pointing at TL) but then I guess
they go back. They start at Crossing Creek about Oct. 15.

18-20
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Fig. 6: Mapped interview results for David Lake and Crossing Creek Lake (see Table 6).

Other lakes—or chains of lakes—that arose consistently throughout the interviews as
being of great importance for fishing and fish habitat were Sunny Lake, Long Point Lake,
and Sandy Lakes. These areas are also highlighted as multi-species fish habitat in Figure
7 on the following page. Among interview participants, there was consensus that these
areas have year-round connections, drain south through the Travaillant Lake system, and
share the same types of fish. Table 7 contains the interview comments for this area.
Table 7: Interview results for Sunny, Long Point, and Sandy Lakes (see Fig. 7).
Map
Code

Location and Participant Comment
Chain of Sunny, Long Point, and Sandy Lakes

2-7

Tommy Wright: the chain of Sunny, Long Point, Sandy, Tregnanchiez, Travaillant and Andrew Lakes-they're all important [fish lakes]

5-1
5-14

James Firth: all these lakes are connected; you can go from Sunny Lake to David Lake; flow goes SE from
Sunny to Trav Lk. Pretty well the same fish all the way: trout, whitefish, jackfish, crookedbacks
James Firth: you can catch everything here

6-14

Conrad Baetz: if you tag fish in Sunny Lake you'll likely catch them in that chain of lakes. They go back and
forth between this chain of lakes, but probably not in the Travaillant system itself.

8-9

Willard Hagen: this system drains into the Kugaluk R and the Arctic Ocean, despite crossing the Trav R.
Good fishing here for grayling, trout and whitefish; there's woodland caribou all through here, too

9-9
10-1

Donald Modeste: these are all fish lakes and they all connect through David Lake to Trav Lk; all have trout,
whitefish, crookedback. High Point and Otter Lakes also drain through [this chain of lakes]
Pierre Benoit: that's all fish lakes--Caribou, Sunny, Long Point, Sandy, Tregnantchiez

11-7

Noel Andre: Crossing Creek, Sandy, Long Point, and Sunny Lakes: all that flows to Trav Lk and all's got
fish in it. And are all very sensitive [to human activity]
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Sunny Lake
2-5

Tommy Wright: very deep lake; fish overwinter in there; huge trout

3-8

Ron Lalonde: we fish in that little stream

10-4
14-1
21-3
23-10

Pierre Benoit: got lots of big, fat whitefish here, and mixed types of fish
Joan Nazon: lots of trout
Frederick Blake Jr.: catch jackfish on Sunny Lake in July
Jennifer Andre: there's trout and whitefish in Sunny Lake
Long Point and Point Lakes

3-4
3-5
3-9

Ron Lalonde: shallow creek; grayling habitat
Ron Lalonde: most of this area is 40-60 feet deep
Ron Lalonde: it's pretty deep in this area

3-6

Ron Lalonde: Lower Overflow Lake is connected to Long Point Lake; there's some current, but it's too
shallow for a kicker
Sandy Lake

2-5

2-6
5-5

very deep lake; fish overwinter in there; huge trout
Tommy Wright: Deep Lk drains into Sandy Lk; in the narrows just south of Sandy Lk, sometimes it will open
up free of ice in the middle of winter. Because that lake is so deep, maybe the moon moves it like the ocean
or something. Everything's frozen everywhere and here that thing's open as wide as this room. No ice!
James Firth: I have caught grayling and trout here

5-16
6-7
23-11

James Firth: fish are very mature at the mouth of Sandy lake in the spring. You see juveniles in this area, in
July and September.
Conrad Baetz: outlet of Sandy: I think this area is fairly important. It's a large bay.
Jennifer Andre: whitefish and trout here

Fig. 7: Mapped interview results for Sunny, Long Point, and Sandy Lakes (see Table 7).
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Also mentioned as significant areas of fish habitat were Wood Bridge and Fish Trap
Lakes. They too drain through the Travaillant Basin, though water levels tend to be very
low during the late summer and early fall seasons, perhaps limiting fish movements.
Wood Bridge and Fish Trap Lakes are shown in Figure 8 on the following page; coded
comments specific to them are included in Table 8 below.
Table 8: Interview results for Wood Bridge and Fish Trap Lakes
Map
Code

Location and Participant Comment
Wood Bridge and Fish Trap Lakes

1-1

Gabe Andre: there is very little flow between Wood Bridge and Fish Trap, but fish can move between these
lakes

2-2, 9

Tommy Wright: I think these lakes used to be important a long time ago, when people lived on the land
more. They are pretty small, but still, there might be fish in there. The connection between Fish Trap and
Wood Bridge is so small.

2-10

Tommy Wright: the name tells you there's got to be some fish in there; I would think from here (indicating
north of fish trap lake) there wouldn't be much

5-15

James Firth: both flow south through Travaillant River; the flow might be enough flow in the spring for fish
movement

6-15

Conrad Baetz: (above Wood Bridge and Fish Trap): maybe these creeks are too small for the fish to pass;
there may be a connection, but …I flew over there the other day and these creeks don't look very big at all in
the winter

8-7

Willard Hagen: starting just [south] of Lost Reindeer lakes (indicating the area including Fish Trap, Wood
Bridge and Crossing Creek Lakes) everything else drains south--they all drain into Travaillant Lake, which
drains out of Andrew Lake, which drains into the Mackenzie. So a lot of your fish in this area come from the
Mackenzie.

8-18

Willard Hagen: this is great fish country

9-5

Donald Modeste: you get the odd trout from Wood Bridge Lake and Fish Trap Lake north, otherwise it's
mostly whitefish and crookedback

9-17

Donald Modeste: these are all lake fish; you might get the odd one that makes it all the way into Travaillant
Lake from the Mackenzie--you can tell by the darker scale--but most of the fish in the Travaillant system stay
in it

10-5

Pierre Benoit: Trav R goes from Trav Lk through Wood Bridge to Lost Reindeer Lakes and right down to
the coast; there are no lake trout in this area

11-9

Noel Andre: Wood Bridge and Fish Trap have fish too…all flow into Travaillant River

13-15

Cecil Andre: any place on there you could get fish too
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Fig. 8: Mapped interview results for Wood Bridge and Fish Trap Lakes (see Table 8).

Odizen was another lake that was singled out as having excellent fish resources.
We used to move between Odizen and Sunny Lake and Caribou Lake. [One time] we
set a short net in Odizen and thought the net was caught up on the bottom, but when
they pulled it up it was just full of fish! We got 200 fish at once! There were all kinds
of different fish there. You can’t get stuck without food around there if you always
have a net. (Joan Nazon, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 26, 2004)
It was also an important layover point for traveling families, as it is located halfway to
Sunny Lake and Caribou Lakes, and it has important traditional caribou hunting areas
(Heine et al. 2001). While there are few people remaining with living memory of fish
camps on Odizen, descendents that have yet to visit the area are nonetheless well-versed
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in stories documenting its importance. Comments pertaining to Odizen Lake are included
in Table 9 and mapped in Figure 9 below.
Table 9: Interview results for Odizen Lake (see Figure 9).
Map
Code

Location and Participant Comment
Odizen

1-20

Gabe Andre: crookedback

14-2

Joan Nazon: her husband and William Norman set a short net in Odizen and throught the net was caught
up on the bottom, but when they pulled it up it was just full of fish; "we got 200 fish at once. All kinds of
different fish there--crookedback, whitefish…"; there are thousands of fish in Odizen.

18-28
19-10

Joan Nazon: there's all kinds of good fish lakes around that way. You can't get stuck without food around
there, if you always have a net."
Victor Modeste: Odizen is a fish lake, too. Quite a few years back people used to go there, but not
anymore.
Bob Norman: Odizen is a good fish lake; we used to stay around here

19-13

Bob Norman: (small lake just east of Odizen): That's called Trout Lake, I think. Big trout in there! You set
hook on the ice.

14-4

Fig. 9: Mapped interview results for Odizen Lake (see Table 9).
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The remaining lakes in the Travaillant system were commented on by fewer people—
perhaps because they were less well-known or less-frequented by recent generations. The
information pertaining to these lakes is compiled in Table 10 and mapped in Figure 10.
Table 10: Interview results for other lakes in the Travaillant Basin (see Figure 10).
Map
Code

Location and Participant Comment
Otter Lake

1-23

Gabe Andre: must be fish here because I see lots of otters all the way up that creek
High Point

13-11

Cecil Andre: I fished on one of these, I think it was High Point
Jiggle Lake

1-7
1-15
2-8
11-8

Gabe Andre: Jiggle Lake flows to TL through Tregnanchiez Lake
Gabe Andre: only loche in Jiggle Lake
Tommy Wright: full of fish; pretty deep
Noel Andre: Deep, Bathing and Jiggle Lakes all flow through Trav Lk and they've all got fish.

12-6

Barney Natsie: really good place to fish
Tregnanchiez

1-22

Gabe Andre: crookedback spawn in January, but they only stay in that lake; they don't go no place else

10-1

Pierre Benoit: fish lake; used to trap in area
Big Lake

1-14

Gabe Andre: nothing but suckers in Big Lake

4-14

John Jerome: there's no fish in there; they call it Rat Lake; used to be Gabe Andre's lake. No fish lakes
between Big Lake and Andrew Lake

10-11

Pierre Benoit: you get suckers in this lake and that's all
Sucker Lake

18-12

Victor Modeste: there's just suckers in there
Loche Lake

17-2

Caroline Andre: that's another good fishing lake
Echeenuut'aii and Treeadaaghaa

1-8
9-15
10-13
11-10
19-26

Gabe Andre: these three lakes flow through Trav Lk
Donald Modeste: we call them Three Big Lakes; water drains from Crossing Creek Lake through these
ones and goes out to Trout Lake
Pierre Benoit: no fish in here, just rats; spent one spring here
Noel Andre: these have fish too
Bob Norman: these are fish lakes too; don't know their names
Hill Lake

2-3
2-4

Tommy Wright: Hill Lake might drain down into Fish Trap, but that series of little lakes, the water level is so
low that it may not be connected all the time…they're pretty flat. Lots of places looks like a willow creek all
through there, but you don't really know if [the water drains that way]
Tommy Wright: looks more on the map like hill lake might drain into Otter Lk and south from there

5-17
9-18

James Firth: must be connected to TR through Wood Bridge and Fish Trap Lakes
Donald Modeste: hill lake feeds into Trav Lk as well

19-18

Bob Norman: Hill Lake has whitefish, trout, and crookedback. (Indicating Hill Lake and ones immediately to
east) "all them big lakes is fish lake. I only know oldtime names; lots of them have got names, but I don't
remember
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Fig. 10: Mapped interview results for fourteen lakes in the Travaillant system (see Table
10).
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Table 10: Mapped interview results for other lakes in the Travaillant Basin (cont’d).
Map
Code

Location and Participant Comment

1-18

Lost Reindeer Lakes
Gabe Andre: so little run-off, likely no passage to other lakes; there's gotta be fish all through there

2-1
5-12

Tommy Wright: I don't think there's any flow (from) here…there might be fish in there, but they might not be
able to move to different areas due to low flow
James Firth: flow East to Kugaluk River and the Arctic Ocean

8-8

Willard Hagen: Lost Reindeer Lakes drain with North Caribou and Caribou Lakes into the delta, likely into
the East Branch (indicating west and not through the Travaillant system)

9-7

Donald Modeste: water's connected from Kugaluk R to Lost Reindeer Lakes, and comes out at the
Mackenzie

10-5

Pierre Benoit: Trav R goes from Trav Lk through Wood Bridge to Lost Reindeer Lakes and right down to
the coast; there are no lake trout in this area
Unnamed Lake east of Trav Lk.

13-18

Cecil Andre: not a fish lake; doesn't drain into Trav Lk. It may flow south into the Mackenzie, but there's big
hills on the East side of TL (so it can't drain that way)

19-30

Bob Norman: mostly whitefish, crookedback, trout, loche and jackfish--all those lakes…if there's a little
creek to it (it'll have fish)

The following sections discuss study results specific to each type of fish.
Lake Trout

Overall, there were few observations regarding trout, coney, jackfish, herring or loche
spawning habitat or movements. Some people mentioned that trout tend to move in and
out of a lake; others said trout stay put, for example, in Travaillant Lake.
You do get trout in these waters also. I suspect though that the trout probably stay in
the lake—it’s so huge that I suspect the trout are year-round residents in the lake
(Willard Hagen, Inuvik, Mar. 20, 2004).
The trout stay in the lake; they don’t go in the river. Crookedback will go anyplace—
that’s a river fish—and loche, too (Bob Norman, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 27, 2004).
In addition to Travaillant Lake itself, some of the lakes noted as being important for trout
are: Sandy Lake, Sunny Lake, Long Point Lake, and David Lake, as well as the creeks in
between them. There were other lakes outside the study area, Trout Lake in particular,
that were also identified as having abundant fish.
All the big lakes have trout. You get the odd trout from Wood Bridge Lake and Fish
Trap Lake north, otherwise it’s mostly whitefish and crookedback. (Donald Modeste,
Inuvik, Mar. 31, 2004)
We did not gather enough information to present more conclusions regarding trout or
specific areas of trout habitat in the Travaillant Lake system.
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Arctic Grayling

Grayling, locally known as bluefish, are strongly associated with Travaillant Lake, both
in Gwich’in ts’ii deii stories, as well as in present-day experiences .
In Travaillant Lake you can get whitefish year-round; there's a deep channel made by
the big bluefish and there's just enough room for two 50 yard nets there, everywhere
else is shallow. (Noel Andre, Tsiigehtchic, April 19, 2004).
On the east side of Travaillant Lake you see that big hill. Pascal Baptiste’s dad
stayed there in the summer. One day he looked across to the hill, it looked as if there
was a big tree sticking out over that hill, and he couldn’t see that hill very well. He
gave it a really good look, and it looked like something was floating up, this side of
the hill, something that was much higher than the hill. And that thing floating up, that
was that Bluefish. Bluefish have that fin behind, on their back, well it was just like
that—sticking up. So Pascal’s dad was doing something around there, and the next
time he looked, it was gone! And he never said anything about the water moving when
the fish dived. He said it was a Bluefish—chijuudiee, right there (Gabe Andre, in
Heine et al. 2001:13).
Three Arctic grayling (Thymallus arcticus) spawning areas were suggested by
participants. One correlates with the interview results reported in 2002, that grayling
come into Travaillant Lake to spawn around Teelaii in the spring (VanGerwyn-Toyne
2002). The second area is the creek between Sandy Lake and David Lake; the third at the
inflow to Long Point Lake. These results are mapped along with the results for spawning
observations of other species in Figure 6.
It was reported that grayling are generally observed in small creeks with high flow rates.
There are lots of grayling. They’re in the fast water; that’s where they’re always
hanging out. (Gabe Andre, Tsiigehtchic, Mar. 15, 2004)
There’s grayling in the creeks but I don’t think they’re transient fish. I think they
pretty well stay in the same waterways. But the whitefish are migratory in nature.
(Willard Hagen, Inuvik, Mar. 22, 2004)
One participant reported that the grayling seem to be spawning in the end of July (Ron
Lalonde, Inuvik, Mar. 17, 2004). However there were no definite observations regarding
the timing of grayling spawning. The following sections focus on whitefish and
crookedback, as we only gathered enough information regarding those two species to
make conclusions about habitat use and seasonal movements.
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Whitefish and Crookedback
Spawning Locations and Seasonal Migrations

People tended to focus on whitefish and crookedback during the interviews. Those fish
have historically been most important to the Gwich’in—used to feed dog teams and
sustain families over winter. Participants were asked to identify spawning areas. It was
found that because people had traditionally inhabited the study area during the fall and
winter months, when flows were low or waterways frozen, there are no observations of
actual spawning:
Even oldtimers, way back, lots of time my grandmother tells me stories
that they never say where they see fish spawn; they never say something
like that. They spawn some place all-right, but they don’t know where.
[Because] people don’t stay out in the bush in the summer, just spring, fall
and winter. (Pierre Benoit, Inuvik, Apr. 2, 2004)
Eggfish run first, next come behind the male fish. So it must be spawning
somewhere but where? Nobody knows. I go to a place where I know there is going
to be a fish run. That’s how they used to live; they didn’t keep track of spawning
fish, where they [spawn] and all that. (Noel Andre, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 19, 2004)
The weird thing is…you don’t see whitefish at Teeddhaa leaving Travaillant Lake
and Andrew Lake. We’re catching them, but don’t know exactly where they are
spawning. It could be that deep fish hole below Travaillant Lake, or the creek
between Travaillant Lake and Andrew Lake but you don’t see it. You don’t see
whitefish moving into the lake to spawn; you would see them [if they were]
because the water is clear and shallow there. (Dan Andre, Yellowknife, May 17,
2004)
Numerous possible spawning areas were identified during the interviews however, based
on participants’ observations of fish condition, movement and behaviour during the
spawning season. The areas are:
•
•
•
•
•

between Sandy Lake and David Lake;
in the Travaillant River between David Lake and Travaillant Lake;
in the creek between Travaillant Lake and Andrew Lake;
in the creek between Andrew Lake and Gugwijaanaii;
in the lower reaches of the Travaillant River.

Potential spawning areas for whitefish and crookedback are shown on the map in Figure
11, along with the coded comments that accompany those locations, in Table 11. These
areas have been identified by the presence of both crookedback (Coregonus
clupeaformis) and whitefish (Coregonus nasus), in a condition that indicated they were
ready to spawn (loose eggs). There was consensus among all participants in regards to the
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first four areas; the exception is the lower reach of Travaillant River—only one person
suggested that this may be spawning habitat.

Fig. 11: Map showing multi-species spawning habitat in the Travaillant basin.
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Table 11: Interview results for potential spawning areas in the Travaillant Basin.
Map
Code

Location and Participant Comment
Upstream of Travaillant Lake

1-12

Gabe Andre: spawning area

3-11
5-3

Ron Lalonde: in the end of July the grayling seem that they are spawning; so they're out of the stream by the
end of July
James Firth: looks like a spawning area here

8-3

Willard Hagen: excellent fishing in David Lake; there's a big run of whitefish there in the fall (Oct); spawning
ground at David Lake

11-1,
2, 6
13-8

Noel Andre: egg fish run: seems like it starts running at Crossing Creek Lake (11-1 to 11-2); after the egg
fish run, the male fish follow
Cecil Andre: spawning area

15-6

Dale Clark: the [whitefish] come through from David Lake

15-7
18-16

Dale Clark: fish really run there in the fall time; one week we got 3000 whitefish in David Lake. That was in
November
Victor Modeste: possible spawning area

18-20

Victor Modeste: whitefish start from [Crossing Creek Lake] about Oct.15 and they come all down this way
and you catch them down here (Trav Lk). I don't know where they spawn (pointing at Trav Lk) but then I
guess they go back.
Teelaii

13-5
18-17

Cecil Andre: good fishing spot, and spawning location
Victor Modeste: catch egg fish here; possible spawning area; October?

19-35

Bob Norman: fish spawn in TL, near the inflow
Teeddhaa

1-13

Gabe Andre: spawning area

4-3
5-4

John Jerome: ...in the falltime; [whitefish] run through Andrew Lake, up Trav R, into Trav Lk. After that, the
crookedback run fish eggs; maybe move through (part of TR flowing into Lake) fish eggs in November; after
November the eggs hatch and you see the minnows.
James Firth: main whitefish spawning place in the creek between Travaillant and Andrew

8-4

Willard Hagen: spawning ground; there's a huge run of [whitefish and crookedback] in this creek; you can
almost walk across on fish there.

11-4

Noel Andre: from there [whitefish] starts running in the first part of December, at Teeddhaa

13-1,
3
1931,
35

Cecil Andre: good fishing spot; spawning area too

Bob Norman: fish spawn in Trav Lk, near the outflow
Downstream of Andrew Lake

4-3
7-8
18-18

John Jerome: In the falltime [whitefish] run through Andrew Lk, up Trav R, into Trav Lk. After that, the
crookedback run fish eggs; maybe move through (TR flowing into Lake) fish eggs in Nov.; after Nov. the eggs
hatch and you see the minnows.
Julie Ann Andre: thinks this would be a possible spawning area
Victor Modeste: possible spawning area
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It is generally thought that whitefish spawning starts around Crossing Creek Lake, or
perhaps as far upstream as David Lake, and peaks during mid-October until November;
The fish really run there in the fall time. One week we got 3000 whitefish in David
Lake. That was in November. (Dale Clark, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 26, 2004)
There were numerous reports that the fish come all the way down to Travaillant Lake
from Sandy Lake, Wood Bridge Lake and David Lake, and may spawn throughout that
entire area. Whitefish are also found in spawning condition at the outlet and lower
portions of Travaillant Lake and Travaillant River during October 15 – 30th..
Fish spawn on both the north side and south side of [Travaillant] Lake; at the south
end in the creek and at the north end in the lake itself. The thing is, you don’t catch
fish with loose eggs in Travaillant Lake at the mouth therefore, they don’t make their
way into the lake when they are spawning. At the inlet, you put nets in the creek and
you get loose egg fish. You don’t see whitefish moving into the lake to spawn; you
would see them [if they were] because the water is clear and shallow there. (Dan
Andre, Yellowknife, May 17, 2004)
Following the whitefish, the crookedback start moving at the outlet of Travaillant Lake;
From late October to the 20th of November you get crookedback at Teeddhaa. You put
nets on Travaillant Lake itself…and can get a few in the lake along with trout, pike,
whitefish and loche.” (Dan Andre, Yellowknife, May 17, 2004)
Our interview results regarding fish movements in Travaillant Lake, Andrew Lake and
Gugwijaanaii support and build on the findings reported for the traditional knowledge
study conducted in 2002 (VanGerwyn-Toyne). Some of the main points are summarized
below:
•
•
•
•

in spring and summer fish can move between different water bodies;
in fall there is less movement due to low water levels;
during the winter, whitefish, coney, trout, jackfish, and crookedback move into
the deep waters of Travaillant Lake;
other over-wintering areas may be Sandy Lake, Sunny Lake and Long Point Lake;
after spawning, fish may move back out of Travaillant Lake.

Migration to and from the Mackenzie

Participants had a range of opinions on whether fish move between the Travaillant Lake
system and the Mackenzie River.
The broad whitefish used to come down through Travaillant River—they’ve got to
come through Travaillant River. But you don’t get the others—the lake whitefish they
call them, crookedback—they [don’t move through the river]. (William Clark,
Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 26, 2004)
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Whitefish go from Travaillant Lake to the Mackenzie, but not the trout. The trout stay
in the lake; they don’t go in the river. Crookedback will go anyplace—that’s a river
fish—and loche, too. (Bob Norman, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 27, 2004)
If you tag in Travaillant Lake when they’re moving, I think you’ll get them in the
Mackenzie River system. (Conrad Baetz, Inuvik, Mar. 19, 2004)
The majority of community people interviewed however, think the populations of
whitefish in the Travaillant Lake system and the Mackenzie River are distinct and there is
little or no movement between them. The most common opinion is that during spring and
summer fish can move between Travaillant Lake and the Mackenzie River, but not in fall
as the river is too shallow. They stated that very few fish make this journey; most of the
whitefish do not go much further toward the Mackenzie River than the outlet of
Gugwijaanaii.
It’s separate populations of fish between Travaillant Lake and the Mackenzie.
They’re lake fish; they stay in the lake and they never go out of there. Maybe one or
two move down and hit the Mackenzie; once in awhile they caught lake fish—
crookedback and whitefish—[at the mouth of Travaillant River]. Not very often
though (Cecil Andre, Apr. 19, 2004).
Travaillant Lake fish are the same looking fish as Mackenzie fish, but it’s not the
same. Travaillant lake fish don’t go much below Andrew Lake. (Gabe Andre,
Tsiigehtchic, Mar. 15, 2004)
Very few [whitefish] come down the Travaillant River. I guess they make it [down to
the Mackenzie in the spring], but then they have to make it back [and there isn’t
enough water in the system in the fall]. (Victor Modeste, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 27, 2004)
The mapped interview results pertaining to this topic were included with the map in
Figure 5; the comments are below in Table 12.
Table 12: Interview results regarding fish migrations to the Mackenzie River (see Fig. 5).

8-4

Willard Hagen: [Whitefish and crookedback] definitely come up from the Mackenzie, up the Travaillant
River. You do get trout in these waters also, I suspect though that the trout probably stay in the lake--it's so
huge that I suspect the trout are year-round residents in the lake. But I know the crookedback and the
whitefish runs come from the Mackenzie."

9-3
10-9
10-10
11-5

Donald Modeste: [whitefish] only get about halfway up the TR from the Mackenzie. It gets too swift any
higher--that's really fast water--too swift for the fish to go through, so they stay [around the outlet of
Gugwanjaii] and go back up [to TL]
Pierre Benoit: below here you don't get any fish
Pierre Benoit: you don't get any Trav Lk fish down here and you don't get any whitefish in the spring
Noel Andre: fish may not go much past this point (Gugwijaanaii)

16-1

William Clark: the broad whitefish used to come down through Trav R; they've got to come through TR. But
you don't get the others--lake whitefish they call them--crookedback {they don't move through TR].
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The evidence given most often against movement between the two areas is that you can
tell fish from the two populations apart (river fish are known to be thinner, white, and
smaller; lake fish are said to be fatter, darker, and larger).
These are all lake fish. You might get the odd one that makes it all the way into
Travaillant Lake from the Mackenzie—you can tell by the darker scale—but most stay
in Travaillant. All lake fish are like that…the scales are darker, and the meat is more
solid than that of the river fish. (Donald Modeste, Inuvik, Mar. 31, 2004)
This question is also being investigated by fisheries biologists with DFO and the GRRB.
During summer 2004, 30 broad whitefish were surgically implanted with radio
transmitters, in an attempt to track their fall migrations. Results from radio locating these
fish over the next month should help determine whether whitefish tagged in Travaillant
Lake migrate to the Mackenzie River.
Observations of Juvenile Fish

As stated previously, because of the seasonality of peoples’ visits to the study area, there
are few observations of juvenile fish and/or specific juvenile fish habitat. Most
participants report that minnows are seen at creek mouths, or in any of the small creeks
and tributaries of the Travaillant Lake system.
[You see juvenile fish] mainly in the creeks at Travaillant—at the mouths of
Travaillant Creek and Rat Lake Creek. They would hang at the mouth of
[Travaillant] and along the shore of the Mackenzie. (Julie Ann Andre, Inuvik, Mar.
19, 2004)
Minnows are mostly in that creek [between Travaillant Lake and Andrew Lake].
(Jennifer Andre, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 29, 2004)
… if you try every lake I think you’re gonna get them. (Gabe Andre, Tsiigehtchic,
Mar. 15, 2004)
There were also reports of jackfish feeding on juveniles in the shallow areas of both lakes
and creeks. No specific juvenile rearing areas were identified or mapped during the
interviews. Any other mapped comments regarding observations of juvenile fish have
been included with general fish habitat comments in Figure 5 and Table 5.
3) Physical and ecological characteristics of streams and lakes
Drainage Patterns and Ecological Connections

Due to their experience on the land, some participants have very explicit knowledge of
the connections between the different water bodies in the study area.
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Sunny Lake flows into Long Point and into Sandy Lake, then David Lake. David Lake
flows into Crossing Creek Lake. High Point Lake flows into Point and Sandy Lakes.
Wood Bridge Lake flows into Crossing Creek Lake; Crossing Creek Lake flows into
Travaillant Lake. Tregnanchiez flows into Travaillant, too. (Gabe Andre,
Tsiigehtchic, Mar. 15, 2004)
The study area shown in Figure 2 indicates the Travaillant Lake basin determined prior to
the study using available height of land information. During the course of the interviews
however, it became questionable whether this is a true ecological boundary for fish
movements. Numerous participants suggested that, in at least one area, the Travaillant
Lake drainage is connected to the Kugaluk River system, which drains north into the
Beaufort Sea.
One participant (a bush pilot very familiar with the area) said that fish can travel up the
headwaters of the Kugaluk River from the Arctic Ocean and cross into this tributary of
the Travaillant Lake system to spawn around Sandy Lake. He said the drainage is unique
in that it can go in two different directions.
Starting just [south] of Lost Reindeer Lakes…the majority [of water bodies contained
within the study area] does drain through the Travaillant Lake and River, and into
the Mackenzie, except Sandy Lake, which drains into the Kugaluk, which drains into
the ocean. The Kugaluk River drains north, so there is no drainage to the Mackenzie
over here; you have a bit of a divide almost...Sandy Lake drains into Kugaluk, but
still crosses Travaillant River to some degree. Sunny Lake, Long Point Lake, and
Sandy Lake all drain into Kugaluk—or a combination: some of them drain into
Travaillant Lake, but Sandy Lake drains out over there [Kugaluk]. It’s kind of a
different area that way, where your drainage systems are kind of crossed. (Willard
Hagen, Invuik, Mar. 22, 2004).
His observations are echoed by at least six other participants that spoke of a ridge located
part-way through the Travaillant Lake system; these observations would also contradict
the drainage pattern determined solely by the contour information. While no one
participant could pinpoint exactly where the flow divides, the general area was most often
agreed to be between Wood Bridge Lake and Lost Reindeer Lakes. Anything north of
this ridge was thought to drain north to the Beaufort Sea. This would indicate a second
possible ecological connection between the Travaillant and Kugaluk systems, through the
Miner River.
From Travaillant Lake they go all the way up [motioning through Wood Bridge, Fish
Trap, etc. to Lost Reindeer Lakes] from there they gotta find Miner River to come out
at Kugaluk River. These are all lake fish. (Donald Modeste, Inuvik, Mar. 31, 2004).
Travaillant River goes from Travaillant Lake through Wood Bridge to Lost Reindeer
Lakes and right down to the coast. (Pierre Benoit, Inuvik, Apr. 2, 2004)
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Starting just south of Lost Reindeer Lakes everything else drains south; they all drain
into Travaillant Lake, which drains out of Andrew Lake, which drains into the
Mackenzie. Lost Reindeer Lakes drain with North Caribou and Caribou Lakes into
the delta, likely into the East Branch [of the Mackenzie]. (Willard Hagen, Inuvik,
Mar. 22, 2004)
Satellite images of the area show that the headwaters of the Kugaluk River and the
Travaillant Lake tributary that drains towards David Lake share what appears to be a
marsh or bog. Without field investigations of these areas, it is not possible to determine if
there is passage for fish between the two drainages.
The Gwich’in Integrated GIS office further investigated this question for us, and the
findings are shown in Figure 12. There does appear to be a connection between a
tributary of the Travaillant River and the headwaters of the Kugaluk River, indicated by
the area circled on the map on the following page.
Many other participants stated uncertainty in regards to drainage patterns in tributaries of
the Travaillant drainage, due to low flow levels during their visits.
[Above Wood Bridge and Fish Trap]: Maybe these creeks are too small for the fish to
pass. There may be a connection, but I flew over there the other day and these creeks
don’t look very big at all in the winter. (Conrad Baetz, Inuvik, Mar. 19, 2004))
Wood Bridge and Fish Trap used to be important a long time ago, when people lived
on the land more. These are pretty small creeks, but still, there might be fish in there.
The connection between Wood Bridge and Fish Trap is so small. Hill Lake might
drain down into Fish Trap, too, but that series of little lakes, the water level is so low
that it may not be connected all the time...they’re pretty flat. Lots of places looks like
a willow creek all through there, but you don’t really know if [the water drains a
certain way].” (Tommy Wright, Inuvik, Mar. 17, 2004)
Some of the interview results regarding flow contradict each other. With the lack of a
conclusive answer on some aspects of drainage, we would recommend further field
investigations in regards to fish movements between the Travaillant and Kugaluk
systems, as well as further hydrological and hydrogeological research. In light of the
proposed pipeline route (indicated in Figure 12), this information is critical.
I think it’s very, very important…mainly because …of the way the fish move between
lakes and there’s different flows to it. There appears to be a ridge or a divide…”
(Alestine Andre, Tsiigehtchic, Apr. 29, 2004)
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Fig. 12: Map showing possible connection between the Travaillant basin and the Kugaluk
River.
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Ice-Free and Over-wintering Areas

Many participants reported areas of creeks and rivers that remain ice-free, or have only
very thin layers of ice that form throughout the duration of the winter. This topic arose
repeatedly during the interviews, and in regards to at least five different locations:
•
•
•
•
•

Outlet of Travaillant Lake; creek between Travaillant Lake and Andrew Lake;
Outlet of Andrew Lake; creek between Andrew Lake and Gugwijaanaii;
Travaillant River south of David Lake;
Creek between Sandy Lake and David Lake;
Creek south of Sandy Lake.

The Gwich’in name for the outlet of Travaillant Lake—Teeddhaa—attests to this
phenomenon; it translates as “breathing hole” or “it’s open all winter” (Andre and Kritsch
1992). These areas would have been critical to the winter survival of the Gwich’in. They
are mapped in Figure 13; the corresponding coded comments are included in Table 13.
Table 13: Interview results regarding ice-free areas in the Travaillant basin (see Fig. 13).
Map
Code

Location and Participant Comment
Travaillant Lake to Andrew Lake

4-3

John Jerome: I helped Gabe Andre fish here. Don't go in here with skidoos though. It's narrow, but there's
about [1m] of snow and it blows into here. Underneath there's no ice. You get in there you'll never survive.
Strong water all the time. The east wind come and all the snow goes in there.

8-17
15-4

Willard Hagen: area of creek where the ice doesn't form and you can get fish. In the falltime, just before
freeze-up, you can run a net across this thing--not set it--just run with a person at each end--and you can
just scoop up fish by the hundreds.
Dale Clark: fished whitefish for dogs here; that creek stays open until December

23-2
23-1,
4, 7

Jennifer Andre: there's fish in this creek that goes from TL to AL. It's open year-round for whitefish and
crookedback
Jennifer Andre: there are probably fish in this area; it's open year-round, too. This area is good for geese
and swans (1, 4) because this creek is open year-round. That's where they go.
Andrew Lake to Gugwijaanaii

8-15
11-12
23-1,
4, 7

Willard Hagen: I have a tent frame, a goose camp here. We hunt geese there in the spring. This is the first
place they stop when coming down the river. This river a lot of times is open, all year. One of the first things
we do when we get there is set net. At that time in May we usually get crookedback.
Noel Andre: swans live here; it opens up early
Jennifer Andre: there are probably fish in this area; it's open year-round, too. This area is good for geese
and swans (1, 4) because this creek is open year-round. That's where they go.

6-9

Outflow of David Lake
Conrad Baetz: downstream from David lake: the creek doesn't freeze in this area

5-13

Between Sandy and David Lakes
James Firth: connection to David lake is not too deep after high water, but takes a long time to freeze
South of Sandy Lake

2-6
17-7

Tommy Wright: Deep Lk drains into Sandy Lake. In the narrows just south of Sandy, sometimes it will open
up free of ice in the middle of winter. Because that lake is so deep, maybe the moon moves it like the ocean
or something. Everything's frozen everywhere and here that thing's open as wide as this room. No ice!
Caroline Andre: Sandy Lake can be very dangerous too. There's a lake, then some narrows and then it
opens up to another big lake. It can be frozen one day, then you go back the next and it's not.
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Fig. 13: Map showing ice-free areas within the Travaillant basin.
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Ice-free areas may also have significant ecological benefits to the fish, such as providing
increased levels of oxygen and crucial over-wintering habitat. Other possible overwintering areas were identified during the interviews conducted both this year and in the
2002 study.
One participant talked about fish moving into the deep areas of Travaillant Lake to overwinter, however that study only gathered information on Travaillant Lake, Andrew Lake
and Gugwijanaii (VanGerwyn-Toyne 2002). Interviews conducted during this project
collected information on the broader Travaillant area, and determined that deep water
lakes in other areas may also provide over-wintering habitat. For example, at least one
participant has used a depth-sounder in the Sandy-Sunny chain of lakes—and found
depths up to 115 feet there.
[Sunny and Sandy] are very deep lakes and the fish over-winter in there... (Tommy
Wright, Inuvik, March 17, 2004)
To investigate the possibility of further over-wintering areas, we would recommend that
future studies record bathymetry (depths) in the major lakes of the Travaillant Lake
system. It is also safe to assume that areas having traditional winter fish camps would
provide over-wintering habitat.
Comments Regarding Ecosystem Health and Environmental Change

Participants were asked towards the end of their interview whether they had observed any
environmental changes in the Travaillant Lake area. We found few people who had
visited the area consistently over the last 50 years—there were participants that had lived
there between the 1950’s and 1970’s; or there were participants who had been there
within the last 15 years. There were no participants who could provide observations that
spanned those two time periods. The most common event mentioned as having an impact
on the environment was forest fire. Most participants said that the area had burned twice
within the last 20 years, and as a result the ecosystem and its inhabitants are still
recovering.
The area was burnt. Fire affects them because the ashes smother the air for the fish.
Pierre Benoit said that they got to their lake [up the Arctic Red River]—there was a
big burn the year before—and they tried fishing and didn’t get any fish. It takes the
oxygen out of the water. (Julie Ann Andre, Inuvik, Mar. 19, 2004)
The marten move—that’s one of the reasons I don’t go there any more. It takes
years—ten to fifteen years—before the marten breed up again in an area [following a
forest fire]. (Donald Modeste, Inuvik, Mar. 31, 2004)
And after that you don’t see no caribou—there’s no feed; all the food is burnt. No
more caribou come around after that. Even moose. (Pierre Benoit, Apr. 2, 2004)
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Overall, participants said there were no other observations of environmental change
specific to the Travaillant Lake basin. There was only a single participant who felt he had
witnessed a change in the area in his lifetime.
Caribou Lake is getting really shallow, and the same with Sunny Lake. The only
reason I know is that my cabin is right here and every year the grass goes out more,
and when you put your net in you know how deep it is from year to year. Of course
there was a big fire here, but it’s growing back pretty good since the fire. You do see
the effects of global warming though. (James Firth, Inuvik, Mar. 18, 2004)
Others said the water levels have been consistent throughout their visits.
It’s pretty consistent, that country. The water levels fluctuate; you do get cycles of
high and low water, it just depends on how much rainfall or snow you’ve had. I’ve
fished that run at my camp for 25 years and have noticed very little change in the
fish…the odd year the eggfish won’t have as many eggs, but some years they have so
much eggs they’re just about bursting. (Willard Hagen, Inuvik, Mar. 22, 2004)
A few participants voiced some of the same environmental changes noted by other
monitoring programs, such as Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Co-op
(www.taiga.net/coop). These changes have not been included here, as they are not
specific to the Travaillant basin and are recorded elsewhere.
Critical or Sensitive Areas
Participants were asked if they felt there were any parts of the drainage that might be
considered critical or especially sensitive to development. Invariably, people stressed the
importance of the entire Travaillant Lake system, and not specific habitat areas within the
basin.
I think this whole area is sensitive; you can see how all the lakes are tied together. If
something was to happen in let’s say Hill Lake, it would affect all these other lakes. A
good example, not to do with fish, but they put this [cut]line through here and all of a
sudden we couldn’t catch any marten. One good thing is that it drove all the caribou
this way! I think that if that’s the way the line is going to go, we’re going to really
have to put confidence into the people that use that land that nothing is going to
happen. (James Firth, Inuvik, Mar. 18, 2004)
The Gwichya Gwich’in concerns regarding the impacts of development on the
Travaillant Lake area have been made clear for at least 30 years. Many of the voices of
those interviewed during this project strongly reflect the sentiment expressed by Chief
Hyacinthe Andre, in 1976;
This land, we don’t want the pipeline to go right through the Fish Lake right around
Travaillant Lake…That’s where is Fish Lake; every lake is Fish Lake. Not only me,
it’s all that people over there, that’s what they think. Any time there’s no fish on the
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river, well they have to go to Fish Lake. That’s where the pipeline is going right
through. That’s why we don’t want the pipeline to go through there…the white man,
he just think about his pocket. That’s why we don’t want the pipeline. (Berger 1977;
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry Transcripts, Vol. 47, p.4535).
This is all our fishing country: Travaillant Lake, Travaillant Creek, Tree River. One
year we had nothing to eat; we’d run short of food when staying at Tree River so
Hyacinthe [Andre] took us by dog team all the way up to Travaillant Lake to get
something to eat. Anytime when somebody has nothing to eat or just needs some good
food [they go to Travaillant Lake] and that’s why we don’t want the pipeline to go
through there. They’ll kill everything. (Marka Bullock, Inuvik, Apr. 2, 2004)
While some participants stated that they are not opposed to the pipeline, the majority
expressed concerns regarding the development.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The literature and database reviews conducted as part of this study revealed a strong
continuity between the Gwichya Gwich’in sentiments about Travaillant Lake of 30 years
ago and of today. All available evidence points to it being an abundant and productive
drainage, for not only fish but also many types of wildlife, especially waterfowl and
caribou.
Local knowledge interviews conclusively identified areas of fish habitat within the
Travaillant Lake drainage. There was consensus among all interview participants that the
drainage contains very valuable fish populations and habitat. Those interviewed were not
able to identify specific “critical” portions of habitat to be protected, but assert that the
drainage is important in its entirety. This assertion is likely not only based on Gwich’in
cultural/traditional perceptions of fish, land and wildlife, but also on their reliance on the
many other resources found in the drainage.
Connections between the major water bodies ensure a similar distribution, abundance and
diversity of fish throughout most parts of the system. There is also a possibility that the
Travaillant Lake system is not ecologically distinct from the drainage immediately to the
north (the Kugaluk), but that some species of fish may travel between the shared
headwaters. This is an important ecological question, especially in light of proposed
developments.
Interview findings suggest that there are a number of locations within the Travaillant
drainage that remain ice-free, or do not develop the expected ice pack that is typical in
other areas during the winter. These areas possibly present important over-wintering
habitat for fish, as well as provide good fish harvesting sites.
There remain further questions about the exact timing and location of spawning events, as
well as fish migration and movement within the drainage. While this year’s whitefish
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radio-tagging program may provide information around Travaillant Lake proper, an
expanded program could answer some of these questions for other areas of the system.
Specific recommendations raised during the participants’ review of the study results
follow in bullet form:
•

Provide assistance to local people to get to the areas that are being studied

•

Organize a community fish harvest within the Travaillant drainage for elders that
used to live there

•

Harvest or sample fish just outside the study area to see if tagged fish are
migrating out of the Travaillant drainage in fall

•

Research sudden fish population die-offs

•

Continue research into fish migrations and spawning areas

•

Research water flow patterns to confirm connections between water bodies

•

Do bathymetry of lakes and rivers in the drainage

•

Research changes in water levels following forest fires

•

Study re-growth patterns (of species like willows) following disturbances and
their effect on water levels

•

Complete GTC Land Use Plan for the Travaillant area

•

Regulate construction of new cabins as access to area is developed

•

Address right of way and land access issues before development proceeds.
Suggestion: regulate land access by individual harvester and/or by area visited

•

Conduct comprehensive studies of all types of wildlife before the pipeline
development

•

Develop a plan to review this report in a finite number of years to ensure that
recommendations are met.
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APPENDIX 1: PARTICIPANT BIOGRAPHIES
Alestine Andre, a Gwichya Gwich’in from Tsiigehtchic,
received her Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology and Women’s
Studies from the University of Victoria. For most of her life, she
has worked with aboriginal organizations in the NWT except in
the early 1980’s when she did work for DIAND for about four
years. Locally, she has worked as the Executive Director with
the Gwich’in Tribal Council, and has been working with the
GSCI since 1994. During this time Alestine has worked as a
Cultural Director, Executive Director, and she is presently the Heritage Researcher.
Alestine is currently an Interdisciplinary Master of Arts candidate at UVic, where she is
writing her thesis about the medicinal uses of plants by the Gwichi’in. Alestine returns
every August to her family’s fish camp along the Mackenzie River to make dry fish. Her
last trip to the Travaillant Lake area was with her family in May 1994.
Caroline Andre was born on January 24, 1935 up the Arctic Red
River. Her parents were Ernest and Mary Kendo. She married
Antoine Andre in 1949; together they had 14 children. She spent a
lot of time fishing at Travaillant Lake, and is also familiar with
other nearby lakes and areas, such as Loche Lake, and Tree River.
Caroline is known for her sewing skills and currently lives in
Tsiigehtchic.
Dan Andre was born January 5th, 1969, to Gabe and Rosa
Andre. He attended Sir Alexander Mackenzie School and Samuel
Hearne Secondary School in Inuvik, but spent his vacation time
in the bush at Tree River or Travaillant Lake. Dan has worked in
a wide variety of different jobs over the years. Some of his recent
work has been with the Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board,
The Yellowknife First Nations Dene Band, Tsiigehtchic Charter
Community, Gwichya Gwich’in Renewable Resource Council,
and he has also sat on the Band Council in Tsiigehtchic. Dan has a lot of experience out
on the land, especially in the area around Travaillant Lake. He used to trap and fish in the
area, and still goes out to Tree River or Travaillant Lake to fish each fall. Dan cares
deeply about the Travaillant Lake area, and has often spoken out for its protection. He
provided guidance and input at many stages of the local knowledge project.
Cecil Andre was born on February 28th, 1939 in the Khaii luk (Travaillant Lake) area.
Cecil spent most of his life living on the land around Tree River. He went to school in
Aklavik for five years and returned to resume his schooling on the
land. Cecil worked with oil companies in the 1960’s cutting seismic
lines through the bush. He married Louisa Francis of Fort
McPherson in 1969. He has also been employed with Forestry on a
seasonal basis as a fire fighter and as a laborer by the Arctic Red
River Band.
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Gabe Andre was born on March 25th, 1930. He spent most of his life living on the land
around Travaillant Lake and Tree River. He was the youngest of the Andre family, and as
a result he lived with his parents the longest of the children. This is
why he is so knowledgeable about the history, culture and stories of
the Gwichya Gwich’in. He married Rosa McLeod of Aklavik at the
age of 35. Besides hunting, trapping and fishing, Gabe worked at a
variety of jobs. He was a deckhand on the Hudson’s Bay Boat, the
Pelican Rapids, for three summers. He also cut cordwood for the
Hudson’s Bay and the Roman Catholic mission in his younger days.
In 1952 he served as a special constable for six months.
Gabe established a permanent camp at Tr’ineht’ieet’iee (across from Hyacinthe
Andre’s Tree River camp) in the 1960’s. Throughout his life, Gabe continued to actively
live on the land and is seasonally employed by archaeologists, biologists, fisheries, and
forestry because of his vast knowledge about the land. (Kritsch and Andre 1993).
Jenny Andre was born on August 16, 1978 in Inuvik. She was raised by Gabe and Rosa
Andre, mostly on the land in the Travaillant Lake and Tree River
areas, but also in Tsiigehtchic. Jenny has one son and currently lives
in Tsiigehtchic. She has worked in forestry, office administration,
the oil and gas industry, and for Renewable Resource Councils.
Jenny likes to go out on the land in her spare time.

Julie Ann Andre was born in Inuvik in 1970. She lived in the Travaillant Lake area with
her parents, Gabe Andre and Rosa (McLeod), for the first seven years of her life. Her
paternal grandparents are John and Julienne Andre; her maternal grandparents are Dan
and Zeniet McLeod. Julie Ann is the mother of twin girls—Anna
May and Amanda. She has worked in a wide variety of jobs:
ferry deckhand, renewable resource coordinator, self-government
fieldworker, boat guide, and traditional knowledge instructor for
youth. In her spare time, Julie Ann enjoys reading, traveling and
learning. She says, “I feel very privileged that my grandmother,
mother, father, brothers and sisters all contributed to my
knowledge of the traditions and cultural lifestyle I have encountered and experienced
throughout my days. We all need to pass this education onto the next generation.”
Julie Ann traveled with her family each year between Tree River and the north end of
Travaillant Lake. They would move north in the fall by dogsled and by foot to harvest
mainly fish and caribou at camp or cabin sites along Travalliant Lake and Andrew Lake,
then move south in the spring again towards Big Lake, to trap muskrats, Long Skinny
Lake, Big Rock, and to their Tree River summer camp.
Noel Andre was born on October 26th, 1929 at Nitsih Diniinlee
(Big Rock). Noel is the eldest son of Hyacinthe and Eliza Andre.
Noel spent his early life in the Travaillant Lake and Tree River
areas. Noel married Alice Niditchie in 1954. Noel retired in the fall
of 1994 after 19 years of service for the GNWT as a municipal
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worker. Prior to that he worked seven years for Fred Sorenson at sawmill sites up the
Arctic Red River. Even when Noel had a full time job he continued to trap on the
weekends running his trapline from town into t he Tree River area. Noel and his wife
continue to fish from their fish camp on the flats below the community every summer
(Kritsch and Andre 1993).
Conrad Baetz was born in Inuvik in 1963. He was raised in
Yellowknife and Rae-Edzo, but later moved back to the delta to
start his career in resource management. He has been here since
1986, with the exception of two and a half years spent in Fort
Simpson. Conrad’s parents are Bob and Greta Baetz. His
maternal grandparents are Bruno and Maggie Wiedermann. His
mother was born at Trail Creek up the Peel River from Fort
McPherson. She and her brothers and sister were raised mostly in
Aklavik. Conrad married Marjorie Sittichinlii from Aklavik.
Together they have a son (Corey) and two daughters (Allison and Shannon). Conrad
spent fourteen years as a wildlife officer with RWED and has worked the last four years
with DIAND as a land use inspector.
Conrad starting going to the Travaillant Lake area in the late 1980’s, and still spends
as much time as possible with his family at their Sandy Lake cabin. He fishes throughout
the Sunny Lake/Sandy Lake area in summer and fall.
Pierre Benoit was born on Feb. 1, 1921, at Arctic Red River.
He was raised all over the delta; “We lived a nomadic kind of
life; never stayed in one spot for long.” Because Pierre’s
family traveled so much, he just spent one and a half years in
school in Aklavik. Pierre’s father was Benoit Coyen; his
mother Rose Delma. He married Annie Koe from Fort
McPherson in 1946, and the couple adopted two sons,
Clayton and Joe. For much of his life, Pierre hunted with his
father; he says his father taught him everything he needed to know. He trapped and
fished; worked at the base in Tuk; worked for Esso for a long time; worked as far east as
Cambridge Bay; and also worked on boats.
Pierre spent a couple of years in the early 1940s trapping, hunting and fishing in the
Travaillant Lake area. He also spent three years at Johnson Lake, trapping with his father.
Frederick Blake, Jr. was born in Inuvik, February 26, 1977, and raised in Tsiigehtchic,
Edmonton and Inuvik. His parents are Frederick and Grace Blake.
He currently works as a community interviewer on the Gwich’in
Harvest Study, and has also worked as a water monitor for ColtKBR (contracted to Gwich’ya Gwich’in Band), and as a heavy
equipment operator. In his spare time likes to hunt, fish, and travel.
He says, “We should start to work with the youth more, take them
out on the land, work within our community and with other
communities. Everybody should work together, because everybody
has different ideas.”
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Marka Bullock was born along the Mackenzie River above Big
Rock on Feb. 28, 1926. she was mostly raised around Khaii luk.
Her mother was Julienne, and her father was Jean (John Andre).
Marka married twice during her life—first to Francis for eight
days, before he quite suddenly died; after that she married Dick
Bullock. Marka had ten children, of which nine are surviving. She
has so many grandchildren that she has troubles counting them
all! Marka has spent a lot of her life trapping, fishing, hunting,
and making dry fish for her family. Her husband Dick used to fly her out to Tree River
every summer after school; she’d stay there for the whole summer fishing and making
dry fish for the winter—for food, for the kids, much of it to give away. She also did a lot
of sewing—making mukluks and winter clothing for her kids. Marka likes to go to the
bush still, to her fish camp at Tree River, and says it’s best to be happy all the time, that’s
how she keeps going, through a positive attitude and through prayer.
Dale Clark was born on the Travaillant River in 1928, and spent all of his childhood in
the area. His father, Billy Clark, was originally from Scotland, and his mother was
Agatha Blue Coat (Kichili). Dale married Rose Cardinal and has
2 daughters, 1 boy, and about a dozen grandchildren. Dale has
done a lot of different types of work including carpentry,
steamboats, and for the RCMP. In his spare time he likes fishing,
trapping, and taking care of his garden. Dale used to trade and
trap with his father in the Travaillant Lake area to make a living.
Dale is brother to William Clark (see below). Their father once
had a store or trading post near the mouth of Travaillant River.
William Clark was born on the Travaillant River on Oct. 12,
1935. He was raised there for the first few years, then in
Tsiigehtchic. His father was William Clark, and mother Agatha
Blue Coat. William married twice during his lifetime. His first wife
was Annie Bernard from Aklavik, and he had 5 sons and 1
daughter with her. William also had 2 sons with Rosemary. He has
worked as a heavy equipment operator, a deckhand for 7 summers,
he ran the camp at James Creek for 4 years keeping the highway
open, he worked on the ships, out of Tuk, hauling freight, and did a
lot of government work. He likes to keep busy hunting and fishing.
James Firth was born in Fort McPherson in the early 1950’s. He
was raised in the bush in the Fort McPherson area, and around
Inuvik while attending residential school. His parents were Ben
Firth and Joanne (nee Tetlichi). His grandparents were William
and Mary Firth, and Alfred and Alice Tetlichi. James is married
to Verna (Hansen) Firth. They have one son, Brad, and one
daughter, Jacqueline. They have two granddaughters. James has
done a variety of jobs —labour, archaeology, seismic, and
Northwestel technician. In his spare time, he enjoys traveling on
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the land, hunting, trapping and sports. James says, “We have to continue to look after,
share, and use the land, animals, and fish as our forefathers did.” James has spent time
over the last 20 years in the Travaillant Lake area, mostly around Sandy Lake/Point
Lakes/Sunny Lake and Andrew Lake—where he traps, fishes, and hunts. He is often on
the land from October until March, and also flies out in the summer time.
Willard Hagen was born in 1948 in Tsiigehtchic. He was raised
there, at the mouth of the Travaillant River, and in Inuvik. His
paternal grandparents are Cliff and Margaret Hagen; his maternal
grandparents are Billy and Joanne McDonald (nee Firth). Willard
has 5 children, and 4 grandchildren. He has worked as a
renewable resource officer, bush pilot, and business man over the
years. He served for six years as the elected President of the
Gwich’in Tribal Council; served as Chair of the Gwich’in
Development Corporation; and currently serves as the Chair of the Gwich’in Land and
Water Board.
Willard has camps in the Travaillant Lake area, and likes to hunt, trap, and fish at his
bush camp at the headwaters of the Kugaluk River. He states, “I am very committed to
the protection of all Gwich’in lands from over-development. Gwich’in lands must be
protected, so future Gwich’in generations can see how the Gwich’in lived for time
immemorial and can do so again.”
John Jerome was born in 1944 up the Arctic Red River at Martin House, and baptized in
Aklavik. His parents were Joe and Celine. He was raised by his grandparents at Big Rock
on the East Branch of the Mackenzie, about 35 miles from Inuvik. He helped his
grandparents—Fabian and Cecilia Coyen—with firewood, hunting and trapping. While
helping, John found he also learned a lot from them. John went
to school in Aklavik from 1955-1959. When he left school, he
moved to Big Rock. He has been living with his common-law
wife Alice Francis for 34 years. John has taught students on-theland skills, worked for Imperial Oil, and on Northern
Transportation boats. In his spare time, John enjoys bush life and
doing traditional activities.
Starting from Arctic Red (Tsiigehtchic), John used to travel
north from Tree River, to Big Lake, up the Travaillant River, through Andrew Lake, and
up into Travaillant Lake. He used to help Gabe Andre fish in the area. He would travel
between Travaillant and Caribou Lakes, trapping marten mostly, but also hunting and
fishing throughout the area.
Ron Lalonde was born in Cornwall, Ontario, and is now age 67.
He taught in Montreal, Ottawa and Alexandria before coming
north in 1959, at the age of 22. He spent a lot of time outdoors—
enjoying fishing and hunting. In 1966 he married Helen Kahyda
who also worked as a teacher in the north. They have two
children, Ron and Theresa. Ron taught in the first school in
Inuvik (he was one of the first teachers) and taught here until
1991. He then retired, but remains in Inuvik. His wife taught in
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Fort Norman (Tulita), Fort Rae, and Inuvik before retiring also.
Ron has a cabin on Long Point Lake, and has been spending time in the Travaillant
Lake area since the late 1960’s. He still goes there each summer to fish, and has extensive
knowledge of the Sandy Lake/Point Lake/Sunny Lake area.
Jason McLeod is nineteen years old and the oldest son of Anna May McLeod. He has
lived in Tsiigehtchic his whole life, and is being taught and
raised on the land by his grandfather, Gabe Andre. Jason likes
being on the land—especially hunting, fishing, and trapping. In
his spare time, he works on his skidoo. Jason would like to finish
off his education and get licensed as a heavy duty mechanic
journeyman. He has spent time hunting and fishing throughout
the Travaillant Lake area, including visits to Andrew,
Travaillant, Sandy and Sunny Lakes.
Sarah McLeod-Firth was born August 16, 1932. She was mostly raised on the land—
her family lived around Thunder River, Arctic Red, Big Rock, and sometimes at Coney
Bay—but she also went to school in Aklavik for three years. Her
parents were Simon and Mary Modeste, and her maternal
grandparents were Gregoire and Margaret Etué. Sarah left the
Thunder River in 1952 to move to Fort Resolution. She married
twice and had fourteen children, including three sets of twins.
She is now the grandmother of forty-two; with three greatgrandchildren also. Sarah worked for eleven years in the
Laundromat in Inuvik; she also worked on and off for the
schools, doing cultural work; and did catering in the camps. She
spends a lot of her spare time reading, and stills sews once in awhile. Sarah says, “I’ve
been treated really well, how they treat elders. I never have to wish for meat or anything.”
Donald Modeste was born to Simon and Mary Modeste on March 26, 1949 in Aklavik.
His maternal grandparents were Gregoire and Margaret Etué. He was raised in
Tsiigehtchic and in Inuvik also. Donald has spent a lot of his life out on the land, and
knows the area around Tsiigehtchic, Travaillant Lake and
Thunder River very well; he spent twenty-six years trapping in
the area, and his parents had a cabin at Thunder River. Donald
has worked as a hunter and a trapper; he also does fishing,
construction (as a carpenter’s helper), and has worked as a
swamper for drilling projects and a floorman for oil rigs. In his
spare time, Donald works on upgrading his education and says he
would like to learn about computers.
Victor Modeste was born on July 10, 1934 in Tsiigehtchic. His
parents were Simon and Mary Modeste (Etue). Victor was
raised in the Tsiigehtchic, Thunder River and Travaillant Lake
areas, and received his education through the Roman Catholic
Mission in Aklavik, where he spent 5 years. Victor has cabins
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at Thunder River and Johnson Lake. He used to travel all through this area with dogs,
packing his violin and guitar with him. He has hunted geese, ducks and caribou in the
Travaillant Lake area, as well as fished in many of the lakes.
Barney Natsie was born on June 23rd, 1935 in Tsiigehtchic. His parents were Norbert
and Bernadette. He was raised out on the land in the Travaillant Lake
area and also in Arctic Red. His family regularly traveled from
Jackfish Lake up to Deep, Bathing (Towel) and Jiggle Lakes, then on
to Travaillant Lake itself. Barney married and has four daughters, two
sons, and lots of grandchildren! He has done many types of work in
his lifetime, including electrician, driller’s helper, mechanic,
bodywork, seismic and shooter’s helper. In his spare time he likes to
fish.
Joan Nazon (Husky) was born on October 26th, 1913 around Fort
McPherson. Joan spent most of her life living on the land around
Aklavik, up the Arctic Red River, and around the Odizen and
Caribou Lake areas. Joan married Phillip Ross in 1936 and she and
her husband lived in the Delta. He died in 1937. Joan later married
Edward Nazon on August 3rd, 1940. She and Edward lived in the
Delta and traveled a lot. In the late 1960’s they established a
permanent camp at Chii echeii on the Mackenzie River, across from
the community of Tsiigehtchic. Joan is known for the eloquent style
in which she tells her stories (Kritsch and Andre 1994).
Bob (Emmanuel) Norman was born on October 18, 1924 in
Tsiigehtchic. His parents were William and Clara Norman. Bob
grew up in the Arctic Red River area. He attended the Aklavik
Residential School for 1 year and later did upgrading in Tsiigehtchic
for 2 years. Bob used to stay on the land year-round, only coming
into town for supplies and special occasions. He fished all through
the Travaillant Lake area with his father in the 1940’s or 1950’s.
Bob currently lives in Tsiigehtchic.
Tommy Wright was born in Aklavik, 1941. He was raised there by his parents, Roy
Wright and Gladys. His grandparents were Billy Phillips and Jane Leland; Jane later
remarried Nels Leland. His father had sawmill at the mouth of Peel
River, then moved it to above Fort McPherson, to an island above
8 Miles. Tommy married Lillian, the daughter of Charlie and Mary
Wilson from Fort McPherson. Together they have seven children
and 12 grandchildren. Tommy has been an equipment operator,
heavy equipment mechanic, maintenance man for the utilidor
(water and sewer for 7 years), as well as a trapper and woodcutter.
He likes going out in the bush, hunting, and just being in nature.
Tommy trapped throughout the Travaillant Lake area in the late 1980’s and early
1990’s. He has also spent time hunting caribou in the area and has extensive knowledge
of the fish and waters.
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APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEW GUIDE
Interview #:

______________

Date: ______________

Participant:

___________________________________________

Interviewer:

___________________________________________

Other attendants: ___________________________________________
Interview Start Time:

_____________ End Time:

_____________

Consent form signed?

YES

NO

Need to mail paycheck?

YES

NO

Invoice signed?

YES

NO

Audio recordings:

YES

NO

Gender:

M

F

Age Group:

Elder

Adult

Youth

_____________ Transferred to base map?

YES

NO

Map Codes:
Notes/Comments:

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

1.

When have you spent time in the Travaillant Lake area? (Approximately what years?)

2.

In which areas? How long would you stay in each area?

3. Have you hunted or fished in these areas? Can you show us on the maps where and what you did?
4. What types of fish did you see or catch? Where? At what time of year?
5. Have you ever seen fish spawning? Or caught any that looked ready to spawn? Where? When?
6. Are there places that you usually see juveniles? Where? When?
7. Do fish prefer different places at certain times of the year? (e.g. Do you see them in certain areas in
fall? Winter? Spring?Do fish move from one lake to another? Which fish? Where do they go? When?)
8. In areas that you’re familiar with, can you tell us which lakes are connected for at least part of the year?
(e.g. Can fish go all the way from Lost Reindeer Lakes to Travaillant Lake?Can they go from
Travaillant Lake to the Mackenzie River?)
9. Are there any areas you consider important, critical, or sensitive for some reason? If so, please show us
on the maps and explain why these areas matter.
10. Have you observed any changes in the land, water, animals or fish in the Travaillant Lake area?
11. Is there anything else you would like to say?
12. Are there other people you know of that we should interview?
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Harvesters and elders have extensive knowledge of Travaillant Lake based on many
generations of use. During recent workshops, community members identified research
priorities for the area. The objective of this project is to collect community knowledge
about:
1) Past and present fish harvesting within the Travaillant Lake system;
2) Fish distribution, movements, and habitat use (including spawning, rearing and
migration areas);
3) Possible connections between streams and lakes to understand the whole area;
4) Identification of any critical or sensitive areas, or observations of ecological
change.
The Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board has hired interviewers in Inuvik and
Tsiigehtchic; their findings will be presented at public meetings for review before a report
is prepared.
This interview recording, whether it is audio, written, or photographic, and the resulting
translations, and/or transcriptions, and/or images will be used to aid the community and
others in making renewable resource management decisions.
Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary. You have the right to
refuse to answer any questions you are not comfortable with. You also have the
right to stop the interview at any time and withdraw your participation from the
study.
A written summary of your input will be reviewed with you before used. Original materials
will be kept at the Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board office in Inuvik, and a copy of
the final report and map with the Gwicha Gwich’in and Nihtat Gwich’in Renewable
Resource Councils. Access will be restricted according to your wishes and the wishes of
the RRC. Your name will remain confidential unless your permission has been obtained
in writing (see below).
I agree to the use of the information I provide according to the conditions stated above.
________________________________________
Participant Signature

___________________________
Date

I agree to use the information according to the terms outlined above.
________________________________________
Interviewer Signature

___________________________
Date

I would like my name to be associated with the information I give and used in the
transcripts, reports and products of this study.
________________________________________
Participant Signature

___________________________
Date
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APPENDIX 3: LITERATURE AND DATABASE REVIEW
Indexes and Databases:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anthropological Index
Bibliography of Native North Americans
Canadian Research Index
CPI.Q
eHRAF Collection of Ethnography
Gwich’in Environmental Knowledge Database, Gwich’in Renewable Resource
Board
Gwich’in Harvest Study Database, Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board
The Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre: http://pwnhc.learnnet.nt.ca/
University of Calgary Arctic Science and Technology Information System
(ASTIS database)
University of Alberta’s Canadian Circumpolar Institute online index
Canadian Museum of Civilization website: http://search.civilization.ca and
http://www.civilization.ca/archeo/nogap/swap.htm
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Place Names and Keywords Searched:
Travaillant
Trenantchiez
Lost Reindeer
Travia Lake
High Point Lake
Long Point Lake
Luk Zheii
Upper Overflow
Fish Lake

Travailant
Khaii luk
Taiin
Andrew Lake
Hill Lake
K’adh
Otter Lake
Point Lake
Nuudlaii

Traviar
Tanahijil
Nithidee
Big Lake
Jiggle Lake
Chuntsil
Long Point
Nithidiee nii’ee
Gugwidtl’it
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Odizen
Nisheh nii’ee
Andre Lake
Fish Trap Lake
Loche Lake
Vit
Lower Overflow
Sree chii vii’edeh
Chi u day

